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I"'TRODL CTION 
Biomatenals are tmportant for fabncatton of :u-tiflcial nrgan' and for 
bt{X:hem1cal processes to produce biological substance.., b) cell-culture cngmcenng. For 
example, matenals ha\ c been destgned to replan' ,oft and hard u-.-.ue' .md to act ·l' 
scaJfold ol cells' 2 Approaches for controlhng mterac.:lJOJh at till' mtcrl.tce bel\\ ccn II\ tng 
tissues or livmg cells and matcnals can be summari1rd in t\\ o pntll'tples One '" chemtcal 
modtftcatton and the other JS surface btolllatton. 
The first chemtcal approach contains surface h\drophtltl.atton or surface 
hydrophobtlii.<~Uon of poly mer film by chemtcal''5 or plm .. ma trratmrnth 11• Although these 
methods of chemical modification were not sattsfaclnr] 111 producmg btocompattble 
matenals, more precise control of surface propcrlle., h,L., become posstble alter recent 
progress rn polymer modification. The geographic location of cells on the film surface can 
be regulated by photo-hthographic modtflcatlon of the surface'', and the attachment and 
detachment of cells to/from the film surface can be controlled b} the action of thenno-
1 10 II re<;ponsn e po ymcr . 
The second btolog1cal approach contains immobilizauon of anuwagulant m 
hy bndtl.allon of endothelial cells for blood-compatible matcnals, and immobilll..atton of 
ccll-adheston pcpttde for tissue genemtton12' 11• In addttion, Jt ha.., recently been 
demonstrated that tmmobili1£d cell-grov. th factor enhance., cell growth'.~ It '" C\.pccted 
that 1mmoblltt.cd biosignal protcms might control cell behm tors such as gnm th 
dtfTerentiatton, secretion, and mobility. 
The development of elaborate btomatcrials to control cell behavtor'> ha.., been 
longed for. The present author has been mt.crestcd m synthestnng thts kmd of 
biomatcrials either by biological method or by chemtcal method. In the prc.<,ent 
1mcsugauon, the present author took rum at synthc.s11111g btologtcal hybnd matcnals to 
control cell beha" iors such as growth and dtflerenllatton , chemtcal hy bnd matcnals to 
control cell adheston, and also chcmJcallblologlcal hybrid matenals to control gcogmph1c 
dtstnbuuon of cells for ttssue gencrauon. The experimental rcsulLs arc summar11ed m thl\ 
thests, \\ h1ch contams three parts and c1ght chapters 
In Part I of the present thcs1s, suf'ace b1oh1.aUon of polymer film .... as carried 
out by 1mmobtl11..ation of cell growth factors , insulin and epidermal growth factor (EGF), 
and by using the biological hybrid materials , cell growth wa.s accelerated and cell 
dtflerenllation \\as promoted (Figure 1 ). 
~ 11 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 Biologtcal 
Grm\lh factor (rnsulln or EGF) h) bndtt.atton 
> 
S)nthettc pol) mer film 
Gnmth lactor-immobtlited film 
Figure I 
Dtllcrcntiatton (pheochromoc) lorna 
PC 12 cell) 
(. represents immobl111ed 
gro\\ th factor) 
Cell culture appllcatton 
OOOQQQ 
Cell 
Proltlcratton (fibroblast STO cell and 
Chmcsc hamster oval) CHO cell) 
Bioli:t.allon of synthetiC polymer film with biosignal protcms to control 
cell gro\\ th and cell dtffcrcntration. 
In chapter I, se\eral msuhn denvativcs such as tmmobtlllcd msuhn and 
tn,ulin wnjugalt'> '' ith soluble pol} mer-. \\ere synthcs11cd, and thc1r mllogcmc effect on 
mouse fibroblastS 10 t-ell \\ .ls compared \\lth that of nalt\ e msulm. Insulm coupled \\ ith 
polyo\yethylenc \\ <ls a "atcr-soluble monmalcnt conjugate. Mull! valent insulin 
conJugate<:> \\ere "Ynthes11cd by coupling insulin wtth poly( acrylic acid) or poly(acryhc 
ac1d)-gmftcd pol} '>l} rene ftlm. The fom1er \\a.., soluble m '" atcr but the latter ''as 
llholublc The effect of multi\ alene} of msuhn conJugates on !herr mitogemc acll\ It} \\'as 
"'' csugatcd. In addition the effect of immobilization of msuhn onto msolublc matn\. ,, as 
also stud ted The "ater soluble multl\·alent m-.uhn conjugate shO\\ cd h1gher mllogcmc 
actl\ ll) than the nati\ c msuhn. and the immobllllcd msuhn shO\\-Cd the htghest mitogenic 
,\l't 1\ ll) . 
ln l'haptcr ~- msuhn \\a<; photo·immob1ht.cd on a polyst)rcnc plate. Smce the 
htgh rmtogemc acU\ ll\ ~)f 1mmob1hted msuhn \\as demonstrated m chapter 1, a method 
for r.u:tlc prcparatJOn of immobrhtcd msulm \\ill., de\ ISCd Photo-rcactt\ e msuhn \\as 
-.) nthes11ed b) t·nupltng m.,uhn '' ith aJ1dobcnzn1c act d. lnsuhn ''as tmmob1l11ed on a 
pol) \t) tcne culture plate h) C\lating the insulin Jeri\ ali\ e on the \\ells of the plate and a 
subsequent photo-irradiation. The effect of phottl-tmmobtlization of msuhn on the gnm th 
of anchorage dependent cells such as Chmc .... l ham-.tcr O\ ai) C'HO-K I rdl and mnu'c 
fibroblast STO t:cll ''a\ tn\eo:.ttgatcd Photn-unmobthtcd tm.uhn rmuntamed htgh 
mitogenic actl\ ny for these cells. 
In chapter 3, EGF \\a<; photo-unmobtlttcd on .1 pol)"l}rrnr plate b) the .... amc 
method a<; dco:.t:nbcd rn t:hapter 2. Andll)ragc-dependcnt c.md anrhor .tgc-rndcpcndcnt cell' 
were cultured on the plate. It ha .... been reported that EGJ- rs a member of membrane-
bound growth factors whtch <;tJmulate cells '' tthout dilluston 111 mcdnrm 1'. "1 hts t) pc ol 
sumulauon ts named "JU.\lacnne sumui:.Hton''. The photo-immobilil'cd l::.Gl- ''as 
considered to be an "arttficral JU\.t.acnne sllmulauon". The pos-.tbrlit} to u ... e tmmnbll111.XI 
biosignal molecules to tmcstigate JU\.tacnne stunulallon \\as tn\ csllgatcd. 
In chapter 4, the rclattonshtp bet\\ ccn the sttmulatton mode ol btostgnal 
molecule and the btologtcal acti\ tt} \\as tm csugatcd. It '' <.1s reported that the tmmoblltted 
EGF sttmulated a signal protem k.tna..sc, mttogcn-acti' ated prote111 ( ~1Al') kma.se I 01 
longer time than nall\ e EGF, resulung tn enhancement of gnm th of Chtne\e hamster 
O\ ary ccll 11'. On the other hand, 1t 1s k.nown that .,,, llchtng of growth and dtlfcrent.iauon 
of pheochromocytoma PC 12 cell depends on the pcnod of acti\'Ullon of MAP ktn<.l<;C 17 '' 
Therefore, PC 12 cell wa<; cultured on unmob1htcd EG F to tnVC\ltgatc the cf frt:t of o.;olublc 
(nall\ e) and msolublc (immobilit.cd) EG h on the dtllcrentratton of PC 12 t:ell 
Immobilited EGF could S\\ itch PC 12 cell from gn)\\ th to dtffcrenttation. 
In Part II or th1s thesis, thermal control of cell adhc..'iion and detachment'' a.s 
investigated b) us1ng thermo-rcspon'il\e polymer (Figure 2). 
In chapter 5, thcrmo-rc..o.;ponsl\e pol}mcr, poly(N t'>oprop}lacrylamtdc) 
(PNIPAAm), \\a<; grafted m a prescribed pattern on a polyst}rene substratum by photo-
lithography. N lsopropylacrylamide wa.<; copolymentcd wtth act)lt<.: actd and the 
copolymer was coupled with atjdoantltne. The lower cntical solutton temperature (LCST) 
of the copolymer and the dem·ati\ e \\a<; measured. The mtt:ro-patternmg \\a-; camcd out 
b) photo-lithograph) U'itng a photoma<>k The effect of temperature on the '" ettability of 
surface grafted \\'lth PNIPAAm \\a<; tn\c.sllgatcd b) mcasunng contm;t angle. The micro-
panern on the <;urface at a temperature higher than LC'ST \\ ac.; obscn cd by phase contt.t'il 
microscopy. 8} culturing mouse ftbrobalst STO cell on the m1cro patterned plate, the 
c.;clccti\c detachment of attached cell'> from regtons grafted \\ tth PNI PAAm \\ <l'> 
tmesttgatcd by lowenng tempcrdture 
In chapter 6, msulm \\as tmmobtltted on PNIPAAm-graftcd polystyrene plate 
to attain enhancement of cell grm\ th a<; \\ell as cao;y rccm cry of cells by lowenng 
temperature. First, the ellcct of insulin t:oupling on the LCST ol the thcrmo-rcsponSI\C 
3 
polymer, poly(N-Isopropylacrylarmdc-co-acryllc ac1d) , \\as 1mes!lgated. Subsequently , 
the thermo-responsive polymer was grafted to glm\ -d1schargcd polystyrene film and 
covalently conjugated \vith msuhn. And then, the temperature dependence of sun·acc 
wettab!l1ty of the conJugate film was studied by measunng contact angle. Finally, the 
m1togcmc actJv1ty of lmmoblh/cd insulin and the recovery of cells cultured on the film by 
lowcnng temperature \Vere exammcd. In addition, the "'1abll1ty of recovered cells \\as 
lnVCStlgatcd. 
Gnmth factor (ln'iulin) 
(4 °C, h)drated) (37 °C, dehydrated) 
I 
Thermo-respon'il\ e pol) mer Grafl modification and 
(PNIPAAm) biOlogical hybridization 




Film immobiliLcd with insulin-
PNJPAAm conjugate (at 37 °C, 
Ill represents immobili1.ed insulin and 
grrcn represents dehydrated PNIPAAm) 
Cell culture application 
000000 
Cell 
PNIPAAm becomes hydrated ( l '\,ln ) and 
cultured cells detach from the film (4 °C) Cell adhesion and proliferation (37 °C) 
F1gure:! Synthes1s ol them1o-rcsponsi\e biomaterials to control cell adhesion and 
detachment. 
In Part III of the thcs1s, nC\\ b1omatcrials were designed and synthcsiLed for 
t\\O-d1mcns1onaJ control of cell gro\\ th b] combination of photo-lithography and 
b1olog1cal hybnd1L.at1on (F1gure 3). 
4 
Growth factor (insulin or EGF) 
Film immobil11ed "1th gnm th factor 
( ) in a prcscnbed m1cro-pattcm 
~Cell culture application 000000 Cell 
Cells prolife rate follm\ ing the 
pattern of immobll11cd gro\\ th I actor 
Figure 3 Synthesis of chemical/biological hybrid matcnals for geographic control 
of cell growth. 
In chapter 7, insulin was immobilized in a prcscnbcd pattern on a 
poly(ethylenc terephthalatc) (PEf) film for regulation of cell growth through patterned 
artificial juxtacrine stimulation. Photo-reactive poly(acrylic ac1d) wac.; synthcs11cd and 
grafted in a prescribed pattern on a PEr film. Insulin was then covalently 1mmoblll!ed 
only o n the poly( acrylic acid)-grafted regions of the film surface. Chmcsc hamster ovary 
cells overexpressing ins ulin receptors, which proliferated on the immobilit.cd msulin 
regions, were stained by anti-phosphotyrosinc antibody. The rcla!lonship between the 
pattern of immobilized insulin and the pattern of grown cells was investigated. 
In chapter 8, EGF was immobili71XI in a prcscnbcd m1cro-pattern on a 
polystyrene plate and Chinese hamster ovary cells ovcrexprcssmg EGF receptors (CHO-
ER cells) was cultured on the plate. The phosphorylated tyrosme rcs1ducs m the cultured 
CHO-ER cells were examined by immunoOuorcscence m1croscopy. The cells adhered on 
the plates immobilized w ith EGF in patterns of 2-JAm w1dth, wh1ch is smaller than the s11.C 
of cell , or 100-JAm w idth, which is larger than the sue of cell , were cxammcd to 
investigate the signal transuduction triggered by the complex formatiOn of 1mmobl111.cd 
EGF and EGF receptor. 
The details of the expenmcntal results arc dcscnbcd m follow1ng chapters. 
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Part I 
Surface Biolization of Polymer Film: 
Immobilization of Growth Factor 
Chapter 1 
Mitogenic Activities of Water-Soluble and 
Water-Insoluble Insulin Conjugates 
Introduction 
Developments in molecular b1ology ha' e d1sclosed the importance ot 
biosignalling polypeptides, including growth factors and cytokmes. The cm alent bmd1ng 
of biosignal molecules to a soluble or insoluble matrix has a \\ 1de mnge ot applications 
ranging from the elucidation of biosignaling mechanisms and receptor 1solat1on to chn1cal 
therapeutics such ac; drug deli\ery and tJssue regeneratJon systems'' The bmdmg ol 
biosignal molecules to their specific receptors may form spcc1f1c comple\.c.'> \\ h1ch arc 
assembled and mtemali1.cd into the cytoplasm \\.lth a porllon ol the receptors returnmg to 
the cell surface (down-regulation). Howe\ er, \\ hether or not all ot thc.o;e processes arc 
necessary has not been clarified. If the internalization of b1os1gnal molecule/receptor 
complexes is not indispensable for signal transduction, bios1gnaJ molecules covalently 
linked to water-insoluble matrix should be active. 
It wac; shown that insulin 1mmoblllled on vanous \\ater msoluble matnccs 
enhances the gro\\ th of anchorage-dependent cells more than the natn e msultn5·6. It \\as 
considered that th1s effect was due to long-lac;tJng s1gnal transductJon due to mh1b1ted 
down-regulation'. However, the growth-acceleration effect of 1mmobllucd msulin m1ght 
involve effects arising from chemical modification of the insulm and the generation of a 
multivalent ligand system. These effecLc; of immobili:t-Cd insulin have not been thoroughly 
investigated. 
In th1s chapter, to clanfy the effect of chemical mo<.hf'icatJon and the 
generation of multJvalent ligand syc;tcm, we syntheswxi msulm-polyo\.yethylene or 
insulin-poly(acryhc acid) conjugate.<; and compared the1r effccL<, \\ ith that of msuhn 
immobilized to a poly(acrylic acid)-grafted polystyrene film. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Insulin (bm me origm, No. 1-5500) and trc.sylaled u> 
methoxypolyo'\ycthylcne (TMPOE. MW=S,OOO) \\ere purchased from S1gma Chem1cal 
9 
Co. (St. Lou1s, MO). 125I-msuhn \\as purcha~ed from O'clHChl Chcm1cal Ltd. (Tokyo, 
Japan). Poly(acryhc ac1d) (PAA, MW=l5,000), acf)hc ac1d (AA), and Clear-sol I were 
purcha<.;ed from Nacalru Tesque, Inc. (Kyoto, Japan). Polystyrene (PSt) \\as purchased 
from Wako Pure Chemical Ltd. (Osaka, Japan) and punfied by prcclpltaUon m methanol 
before usc 
Preparation of Polyoxyethylene Conjugate 
The conjugate was synthcsucd according to the method pre\ iously 
reportcdK The synthetic scheme 1s shown m F1gure Ia A phosphate-buffered solution 
(pH 7. 0, 0. 5 mL) containing trcsylatcd TMPOE ( l 00 J.Ag) and the same soluuon (0. 5 mL) 
contaJntng msulin ( 1 mg) with or without 1251-insulin were mixed and stirred at 4 "C for 
24 h. The product wac; purified by ultrafiltration (Milhpore Molccut II, filtration off below 
10 kD'c:1) and referred to as Ins-POE The formation of the msulin conjugate was 
conftnncd by HPLC using a column packed wtth Cosmos1l 5Diol-120, purchased from 
Nacalat Tcsquc, Inc. (Kyoto, Japan) [eluent, 0.02 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) + 0.2 M 
NaCI; elution rate, 1.0 mUrrun at room temperature; detection, absorbance at 280 nm]. 
Preparation o f Poly(acr y lic acid ) Conjugate 
The c;ynthcuc scheme IS shO\\ n m F~gurc 1 b. A phosphate-buffered solution 
{pH 7.0, 0.5 mL) contaimng PAA (100 J.Ag) was mrxcd wtth the same solution (0.5 mL) 
contatnmg 1-cthyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carboditmtdc hydrochloride (water-soluble 
carbodumidc, WSC, 1 mg) and the mixture was stirred at 4 "C for 24 h. The solution 
contatmng activated PAA was quickly ultrafiltratcd (Milliporc Molccut II, filtration off 
below 10 kD-a) , miAcd with a phosphate-buffered solution (pH 7.0, 1 mL) containing 
msultn (I mg) with or without 1251-insulin, then stirred at 4 OC for 24 h. Thereafter, a 
phosphate bufl ercd solution containing glycmc (I 0 mg, I mL) was added to the reaction 
ffil\.lurc and surrcd at 4 OC for a further 6 h to block any activated carboxylic groups of 
PAA that remruncd unrcacted. The product.,.,.as purified by ultrafiltration and is referred to 
a'i Ins PAA The formation of Ins-PAA was confinncd by HPLC ac; dcscnbcd above for 
ln-.-POE. 
Immobi lizat ion of Ins ulin onto a P o ly(acrylic ac id)-Grarted P o lystyrene 
Film 
The synthcttc scheme is shO\\ n m Figure I c. A PSt film was cast from a 
toluene soluuon ( 15 \\l%) on a circular glass plate (d1atnctcr, 15 mm). The film was 
glm\ -dtschargcd (200 w) w1th a high-frequency wa\C generator (Nihon Koshuha Co., 
10 
Yokohama, Japan) for 20 s under a pressure of 5.65 Pa. The 111m "i.L"i c\.poscd to rur and 
mcubatcd m a soluuon of AA (20 '' t%) at 60 "C for 24 h. The PAA-graftcd PSt film ''a" 
,, a<.;hcd '' 1th dJsUIJcd \\ ater until the absence of unreactcd monomer and unbound PAA m 
the washmg solut1on ''as confmned b) a pH monitor 
The PAA-gmfted PSt film ''as Immersed m a phnsph.llc-buflcrcd -;oJulion 
{pH 7.0) contruning WSC (1 mg/mL) and ml-msuhn of vanou ... concentmtlons at 4 "C lor 
48 h. After Jmmob1lu.ation, the film was repeatedly \\ <l"ihed '' 1th pho'\phatc-buiTered 
saline (PBS, pH 7.4, NaCI; 8.0 g, KCI; 0.2 g. KH2P04 : 0.2 g. NaHP04 : I. 15 g; Mg 
Cl2 ; 0.1 g; CaCI2 ; 0. 1 g in 1 L of distilled water) until the absence of 1251-msuhn 111 the 
wac;hing solution was confirmed. Non-radJolabelcd msuhn '' w; lrnrnobllltcd under the 
same cond1lion. The immobililcd insulin is referred to as Ins PSt. Insulin adsorbed PSt 
ftlm wac; prepared in a similar manner without uo;mg WSC' ThC"iC' l1lms ''ere d1s1nfcctcd 
\nth 70% ethanol, and washed with stcrihtcd PBS for b1olog1cal c\.penmcnLc;. 
~ cH,oso,cn,CI~ 
(f}v1POE) 












I glm\ dtschargc 
' treatment 
0-0 0-0H 
I I I 
J 
polymcrit..atwn of 
acrylic ac1d (20~ 
aq <;Gin ). 60 °C, 2 h 
('0011 ('0011 






F1gure 1 Synthetic schemes of msuhn conjugates \nth (a) polyoxycthylcne (POE), {b) 
poly(acryhc actd) (PAA), and {c) poly(acrylic acid)-gmfted polystyrene (PSt) 
film. WSC, water-soluble carbodum1dc. 
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Measurement of Contact Angle, Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical 
Analysis (ESCA), Surface Concentration of Carboxylic Acid, and 
Composition of Conjugates 
The contact angle of an c.ur bubble placed on a polystyrene film m '' ater ''as 
measured to a<;sc<-;s the surface ~ ettabJ!1ty. Pnor to the measurement, the PSt film wa<; 
mcubatcd at 37 OC for 24 h. Surface modification of PSt film was analyzed b} ESCA 
usmg a Pcrkm Elmer 5500 senes Mulu-Techmque on frcct..c-dned samples. The surface 
amount of carboxylic ac1d was measured using Rhodamme 60 as reportcd5 . 
The compos1t.Jon of msulm in the conjugates was detcrmmed b] mcasunng 
ml and nuorescencc. The labeled conjugates \\ere prepared by the same methods as the 
non-labeled conjugates. The nuorcscence was measured at 345 nm by excitation at 280 
nm. The msulm contents were calculated by companng the radioact.J\ 1ty and nuorescence 
intenstt} of msulm conjugates with that of msulm per umt we1ght. 
Cell Culture and Growth Assay 
Mouse f1broblao;t STO cel ls were subcultured m Dulbccco's modified Eagle's 
mimmum essential medium (Dtvt:EM) supplemented with I 0% fetal bo' inc serum (FBS), 
purchased from N1ssu1 PhannaccutJcaJ Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). 
The STO cells were harvested using PBS without magnesiUm or calcium ions 
[PBS( ) I contammg 0. 15 % (\v/\) trypsin (2,000 unit/g) and 0.02 % (w/\) 
ethylened1armnetetraacet1c actd (EDT A). The cells were washed once wtth DMEM 
contaJnmg FBS and once with DMEM, then suspended in DMEM (2 X I 04 cells/well) and 
mcubated m 24-well plates contaimng msulin conjugates m DMEM ( 1 rnUwell) under a 
5~ C02 atmosphere at 37 <c. The cell growth was determmcd by mca<>uring the uptake of 
"H-thyrntdmc9• Arter cell culture for 45 h, the cells \.\erc incubated with 3H-thymtdine for 
a further 3 h. Subscquentl} the cel ls were wa<;hcd once \\lth PBS and three umcs wtth 
tee-cooled TCA ( 10 wt%), then solub1ht.ed with 0.5 N NaOH. The lysate was neutralized 
'' tth 5 N HCI, then mi'Xed \\lth Clear-sol I and the radioactl\ It} was measured. 
Insulin Association with Cells 
To deternune the internalization mto cells and spcc1f1c or nonspecific 
complc'\atJon '' 1th the cell surface of the insulm conjugates (insulm assoaalJon), STO 
cells ''ere cultured in the presence of 1251-labcled msulin conjugates for 3, 24, and 48 h. 
After ''a.shmg \\Jth PBS(-) lor three ttmes, the cells were detached from culture plates 
usmg PBS(-) contruning 0.02 '' t% EDTA unt.JI cells attached to the plates became 
undetectable b} optical micros cop}. The cells ''ere collected b} cen tnf ugation and the 
12 
radioactl\ it) ''a~ measured by a r -counter. 
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis of Water-Soluble Insulin Conjugates 
Figure 2 shtm s the HPLC eluuon profile of the nati,·e tn\ultn ,md the msuhn 
conjugates w1th POE and PAA. Ins POE eluted laster than the nati\ e msuhn 01 POe. lh~ 
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Figure 2 HPLC elution profiles of (a) POE. (b) PAA, (c) native msulln, (d) Ins-POI:., 
and (e) Ins-PAA. BSA, bovine serum albumm. The numbers m parentheses 
md1cate the molecular \\eight. 
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Ins-PAA conjugate eluted faster than nauve msuhn or PAA. By mcasunng the 125I-Iabeled 
msuhn, 1t was shown that the msuhn contents m Ins-POE and Ins-PAA conjugates \vere 
0.95± 0.09 and 4.06 ± 0.15, rcspccuvely (±standard de\lallon, n=5). Fluorescence 
measurement md1catcd that the insulin contenL<; m Ins-POE and Ins-PAA conjugates were 
0. 98 ± 0. 11 and '3. 90 ± 0. 22, respcctJ\ely (± standard deviation, n - 3). These results 
demonstrated that Ins-POE \vas composed of about one msulm molecule and one POE 
chain, and that lns-PAA contamed about four msuhn molecules m one PAA cham. 
Graft Copolymerization and Insulin Immobilization 
The surface composition of PSt film after various manipulations was analyzed 
by ESCA and the resulls arc shown in Table 1. Af ter glow-discharge, the content of 
O\}gen m the him surface increased, showing the formation of peroxides, alcohols and 
other oxidauon producLs. After graft polymen/.atton of AA, the O\.ygcn content mcreased, 
md1catmg the presence of PAA {0, 40% m PAA). The concentrauon of COOH groups on 
the PAA-graftcd PSt film as detcrmmed w1th Rhodamine 60 was 4.3 ± 0.2X 10-a 
mollcm2• The content of oxygen decreased and nitrogen became detectable after msuhn 
1mmobili1.ation (N, 1 5.4%~ 0, 18.4% in msulin). The surface wcttabili ty of the PSt film 
after various manipulations was es timated m terms of the contact angle of an air bubble in 
'"atcr and the rcsuiLs arc shown in Table l. Glow-discharge and graft polymcnLation of 
AA mcrcascd the wcttabtlity. Insulin 1mmobtli/.ation slightly decreased the wettabili ty of 
PAA-grafted PSt film. 
Table I Surface properties of modified PSt films as investigated by ESCA and contact 
angle mca~urcment. 
Element composition(%) 
Sample C 0 N 
PSt 97.8 2.2 0.0 
GIO\\ -dtschargcd PSt 88.7 11.3 0.0 
PAA-graftcd PSt 78.1 21.9 0.0 
lns-PSt'~ 73.3 I 5.7 11.0 






PAA-gmfted PSt film was Immersed man aqueous solut1on of msulin in the 
presence or absent-e of WSC. The film wa<; then rcpcatedl} \\ashed "1th PBS until 
msulm release from the film \\as undetectable. Complete removal of msuhn, v. h1ch \\a<; 
''eakly adsorbed on the film, reqmred O\ cr 20 washes. The amount of insulin 
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1mmobth!cd or adsorbed on the PAA-gmftcxl PSt film ''a'> measured u<;mg raiolabcled 
msulin and the rcsuiLs arc shm' n in Figure 3. W1th mcrea'>tng feed concentration. the 
amount of 1mmob1111cd msuhn mcrea-,cd The rna.\.tmal -,urface concentration of 
immobill1.cd insulin corresponded to complete cm eragc of the I 1Im sml .1cc '' 1th m'>ulm. A 
small amount of non-em alentl} (ph} sH.:all}) adsorbed msultn ''a., found on the I 1Im 
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Figure 3 Amount of msulin adsorbed (0 ) or 1mmobil11ed (. )on PAA-PSt ftlm. Bars 
represent standard de\ 1at1on. n = 6. 
Table 2 shows that the em alcntl} 1mmobtl11ed msultn "a.s not released undet 
any conditions investigated, whi le the ad~orbcd msulin wa.s released 1nto tl1e culture 
medium or taken up by cells under some condillons. 
Table 2 Percentage of 1nsuhn rclca<;cd during~ h mcubauon under \anous cond1t1on., 
State ol 1nsuhn on PSt ftlm 
Culture condtt1on lmmobtii!Cd Adsorbed 
Serum-free mcd1um w1th cells in med1um 0.0 3 3 . 2.0 
m cells 0.0 2o.6 + 6.0 
Serum-free medium without cells ()() I '3 I 0.6 
Serum-containing mcd1um 0.0 IO.Or1.3 
PBS 0.0 0 .0 
The a'isoc1ation of msulm conjugates with cells during culture 1s shown m 
Figure 4. fnsulm mtcrnah1..aUon "a<; slightly suppressed by bmding to POl:., but enhanced 
15 
by binding to PAA On the other hand, lns-PSt \\i.L<; completely free from msuhn 
intemaht.atwn, while msulin non-CO\ alentl} adsorbed on PAA-graftcd PSt film \\as , el) 
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Figun~ 4 Trmc-depcndent assocration of rnsulm with mouse lrbroblast STO cells 
dunng culture 111 the presence of (6) natl\c msulm, ( .A. ) ln'i-POE, (0) Ins-
PAA, (. ) lns-PSt, and (C) m<>ulm adsorbed on PAA-PSt. Bars represent 
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F1gurc 5 Grm\lh nne of mouse fibroblast STO cells 111 the prc<>cnce of (6) native 
msulrn, ( £.)Ins-POE. (0) lns-PAA, (. ) Jn.., -PSt, and (0) rnsulin 
adsorbed on PAA-PSt. Bare. represent standard de\ ratron. n=6. 
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Mitogenic Activities of Insulin Conjugates 
figure 5 shO\\ s the rate of Dl\A ") nthe'"' 111 mouse rrbrobast STO cells 
cultured in the presence of vanouc; m..,uhn conJugate' fhc nutogenll' cflect of Ins-POI-:. 
,, as lm\ er than that ol naU\ e msulm. The en ret of In" P \1\ '' <.l\ a little hrgher than that or 
the naU\c msultn. Sma11 amounts ol Ins PSt (l t lO to l /20 fold the amount or naU\e 
msuhn) stimulated DNA synthesrs m STO cell\ The ma\imal mitogcmc effect or Ins PSt 
,, a\ much greater than that of the \\'atcr-solublc 111\ulm L'OnJugatco.; rm C'\trgatcd 
lnsuhn has t\\0 chams, A and B. and tluec tree ammo group-., Al-glycme. 
B 1-phenylalanme, and B29-lysme. The react!\ II) rs A I > B29 > B I. fhc N tennmu-. ol 
the A-chain is the most reactive and is consrdcrcd to be 111 the nerghborhood of the 
receptor binding site10 • Markussen et al. 11 coupled msuhn sclectn ely through the 131 
ammo group to dl\ inyl sulfone-acti\ atcd agarose u"mg msuhn. "hrch W<Ls protected rn 
posrllons A I c.md B29, to construct a hrgh cap<.telt} allmll} chmm<ltogmph) system lor 
msulm receptors. On the other hc.md. Schocl-;on t'l al. 12 mcorporated 
ben/O}lphen}lalanme, a photoacti\e ammo acrd mto the 2S positron ol the B-chc.un by 
chcmrcal s} nthesrs and entymatic semr... ynthesrs to rn\ C\ trgate the mtcmcuon bet\\ ccn 
msulrn and the receptor. They concluded that the cllrcrcnl') ol crm.s lmJ...rng '' i.l\ 
unusuaJI} hrgh, rangmg from 60 to HX>':f and the cross lmking r~sultcd 111 receptor and 
J...ma...,c actr\ auon. Weiland et al. n synthcs11ed a em alcntly <.hmcr11ed 111\ulm dem all\ e 
B29,B29'-subero}l-msulm and mdrcatcd that the dcm atn e competrtl\ ely mhrbrtcd 
msuhn <.,llmulated DNA synthesrs 111 3T3-LI Ially lrbrobla.\L<.,. lim\ e' cr. rt had no effect 
on mature rat adipocytcs. These resuiLs demonstrate that rt ,.., diiiH.:ult to c.<.,Lrmate the 
actr\rty or modified msulin . 
In this study, the mitogenic effect olmsulm \\RS reduced by couplmg to POE . 
It wa.~ considered that POE molecule hrndercd access ol the rnsulln to the receptor, 
because msulin is linked to POE mainly through the chcmrcall} reactl\ e and brologrcall) 
actrve srtc..'>, A 1 and B29. Ho\ve\ er, the ln<.,-PAA conJugate apparently, possc..<.,sed hrgher 
mrtogenrc acll\ rty than the Ins-POE conJugate, although 1t '' a.s al..,o con<.,rdcrcd that m-.uhn 
rs hnJ...cd to PAA through AI and 829. Thrs should be due to muiU\alcnc} of lns-PAA. 
The ln<;-PAA conJugate can be acti\e by enhancmg receptor drmcrll.atJon, as \\ell a.'> the 
aggregatron of msulm conJugate receptor comple~. 
Cm alent immobilizatron by msulin onto polymer matrrx \\as frrst reported by 
Cuatrcca.<;ac; m 1969, who found that the rmmobtlllcd rn<;uhn <.,llmulates r<.,olatcd fatcells 1 ~. 
Hm' e\er, Oka and Topper found that some matcnaJ wrth rnsuhn· hk.e at:tivny, '' a.'i 
relca.<,ed from msulm-Sepharose15. Thrs <.,ub'>tancc had a greater acli\Jty than nati\C 
msulm and \\a.'> referred to a.s super-act!\ e rnsulrn. Wilchek and CO\\ orJ...er'i 1 '• consrdercd 
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that the btologicaJ effecLs annbutcd to the msuhn-Sepharose conJugate may be best 
explruncd m terms of msuhn/serum protem-substituted guamdme released from the 
Sepharose matrix during cell culture. 
The present study shov.cd that immobthled msultn, lns-PSt \\as more 
mttogenic than lns-PAA. In addttton to multtvalency , some other mechanisms must be 
opcmllng m the acuon of lns-PSt. Ito et al. 7 reported that insulin immobih1.ed on surface-
hydroly!cd poly(methyl methacrylate) film acttvatcd msulm receptors longer than natne 
msultn, due to mhtbited down-regulation. Ins PSt should also acttvate the cellular signal-
transduc.:tton system O\er a long penod \\ tthout intemaJrzation. Membrane-anchored 
grov. th factors or cytokmes regulate cells as "Juxtacnne stimulators"17• lmmobilued 
msultn IS cons1dercd to be "an artif1cial juxtacrine stimulator". The high activity of the 
art1f1c1UI system \\Ill extend the concept of JU\.tacnne sttmulation. 
Protems phys1cally adsorb onto soltd matenals and 1t is tmposstblc to 
completely remove them by washmg18' 19• Therefore, some non-CO\alently adsorbed 
msultn remruned on PAA-grafted PSt film e"en after repeated \\a"ihtng. Howe\er, the 
an10unt was very small, it was slowly released from the surface, and the mttogentc effect 
\\as negltgible. In lns-PSt, msulin was covalently bound and none was released dunng 
cell culture. There should be no space where msuhn could phystcaJiy adsorb on the 
actnated PAA-graftcd PSt film surface. 
Another problem concerning the msulin-Sepharose gel conjugate ts the 
poros tt)' or the rough surface of the matrix, whtch hinders access of cells to tmmobthl.cd 
insulin. HorwtV. and coworkers4 pointed out the importance of a smooth surface in the 
acll\ lly of tmmobtlt!ed btostgnal protems, and reported that interleuk.in-2 immobiliLcd to 
plao;ma treated polystyrene film mruntruncd the vtability of an interleuk.in-2 dependent-cell 
hnc. 
In the present tn\ estigatJOn, the effccttYeness of msuhn tmmobtlu.atton onto 
insoluble matn\. was demonstrated by companng Ins-PSt with lns-PAA or Ins-POE 
conJugates. The cfTccl.t\ eness probably arose from inhibtted intemali1.ation. A companson 
of t\\ o types of munobtlu.auon matnces, PSt I tim and Sepharose gel, indtcated that the 
smooth film surlacc induced efftcient mteraction of immobilized msulin wtth adsorbed 
cells The contnbution of the lac!-. of intemaltl..ation to the acll\ tty of 1mmobilit.cd 
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Photo-Immobilization of Insulin onto Polystyrene Plate 
for Protein-Free Cell Culture 
Introduction 
Mammalian cell culture is important in terms of both biological research and 
industrial applications. To support cell growth, serum, in addition to nutnent<;, is 
necessary. However, serum is expensive and it contains unknown materials. Much effort 
has been directed toward cell culture without serum in the presence of protein growth 
factors. Also, natural substrata or artificial biomaterials in cell culture and ttssuc 
engineering have been advocated1.2. 
It was shown that insulin immobili?ro on water-insoluble matrix enhances the 
growth of anchorage-dependent cells to a greater extent than the native insulin a<; shown 
in chapter 1. However, the choice of matrices was limited because of the need for surface 
functional groups for protein immobilization. In order to achtcvc covalent bondtng 
between a protein such as cell growth factors and a polymer surface, the currently 
available methods use condensation reactions at water/polymer interfacc3. 13. In these ca<;cs, 
active hydrogen-containing functional groups such as amino, carboxyl, hydroxyl, or 
mercapto groups, which may be derived from surface hydrolysis and surface graft 
polymerization, must exist in the outennost layer of polymer surfaces for chemical bonds 
with proteins. In this chapter, a method for facile preparation of immobilized insulin wa<; 
devised. The mitogenic activity of immobilized insulin was investigated. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Microscint1M-20 was a product of the Canberra Company (Groningan, The 
Netherlands). Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was purchased from Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto, 
Japan). N,N-Dimethylfonnamide (DMF), and acetonitrile were purchac;ed from Wako 
Pure Chemical. Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). Dicyclohexylcarbodiimidc (DCC) and 4-
azidobenzoic acid were purchased from Tokyo Kasci Co. (Tokyo, Japan). N-
Hydroxysuccinimide was purchased from the Protein Institute Inc. (Minoh, Japan). 
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T1ssue culture PSt plate w1th 24 wells (Sumtlon) was purchased from Aklla Sumllomo 
Bake Co. (Akita, Japan). 
Preparation of Photo-Immobilized Insulin 
The synthetic scheme of photo-1mmob1l11ed insulm ts shown in Figure I. 
Insulm coupled w1th 4-<VJdobenwyloxy was d1ssolved m water and added dropwise to 
the wells of a PSt plate. The water \\as evaporated m air, and then the \\ells were 
mad1ated w1th UV light. 
N-(4-AtJdobcnt.oyloxy)succintmJde was prepared as reported by Matsuda 
and Suga\\ara14• A soluuon of DCC (13.3 g, 64.6 mmol) m tetrahydrofuran (THF, 50 
mL) was added dropw1se to a solu tion of N-hydroxysuccimmide (7.43 g, 64.6 mmol) 
and 4-andobcnt..OIC ac1d (9.57 g, 58.7 mmol) m THF (150 mL) m an tee bath under 
stJrnng. AI ter 3 h, the rc..1.ct1on mixture wac; warmed slowly to room temperature and 
s tJrnng was contJnucd overmght. The \\ hite so ltd that f onned was filtered off, and the 
sohent was remoYed under reduced pressure. The remained yellow res1due was 
crystallited from 1sopropyl alcoholltsopropyl ether. 
To a solutJon of N -( 4-andobenzoyloxy)succminude of vanous concentrations 
in DMF and PBS (pH 7.4) (DMF/PBS = 4/1 ; 10 mL) was added insulin (2.0 mg, 0.33 
~~mol)\\ llh sttrring m an tee bath. The solution was stirred at 4 t for 48 h. The product 
was purified by ultrafiltration (Millipore MoleCut II, filtration off below 3 kDa). The 
content of mcorporated a~jdobcnzoyl groups per umt weight of insulm dematJ\e \\ac; 
deternuncd by ultraviolet absorptton and fluorescence intensity. The amount of 
a!JdobcntOIC acid and insulm were calibrated by measuring the ultraviolet absorption at 
2HO nm and fluorescence mtenstty at 345 nm by excitation at 280 nm , respectively. 
An aqueous solution of various concentrations of azidophenyl-derivatiLcd 
msulm (0. I mL) wac; placed m each of the 24 wells (d1ameter = 18 mm) of a PSt tissue 
culture plate. After air-drying, the wells were irradiated for 10 s using a UV lamp (Koala 
2<i, IOOV) from a d1stance of 5 em. Thereafter, the plate was \vashed repeatedly\\ ith PBS. 
The cfTcct1veness of the wa"lh was confirmed by using 1251-insulin immobilized to a plate 
a<; descnbcd m the followmg. The plate \v as dismfccted \\ 1th 70% (v/v) ethanol and 
washed w1th sterihLed PBS for biolog1caJ experiments. 
Atjdophenyl-dematizcd 12 ~1-insulm was immobihted onto the wells of a PSt 
plate by photo-1rradtat1on. The plate was then wa"lhed repeatedly wtth PBS until the 
release of 1151-insulm in the \\ ac;hmg solution became undetectable. Thereafter, 
MJcroscmtn-1-20 (I mL) was added to the 125l-msulin-1mmobiiJLcd well and the 
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Figure 1 Preparative scheme of photo-1mmob1l11ed msulln. 
Cell Culture and Growth Assay 
Mouse fibroblast STO and Chmese hamster ovary CHO-K I cells \\ere 
subcultured m DMEM wtth 1 O'i} (vi\-) FBS and Ham's r 12 mcd1um contammg 10% 
(v/v) FBS, respccttvely. The mcdta \\ere purchased from N1ssui Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd .. 
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The STO and CHO-Kl cells were harvested with PBS(-) containing 0.15% 
(w/v) trypsm (2,000 umto.; g) and 0.02~ (v. /\) EDTA. STO and CHO-Kl cells \\ere 
washed once with DMEM and Ham's Fl2 contammg FBS and once wtth DMEM and 
Ham's F12 and then suspended m DMEM and Ham's Fl2 (2 X 104 cells/well), 
respective!). The cells \\ere mcubatcd m 24-well polystyrene plate in the presence of 
msulin denvauves under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 37 OC for 48 h. Cell growth was 
estimated by the uptake of 3H-thymtdme as described m chapter I. 
Insulin Associat ion with Cells 
STO and CHO-K 1 cells were cultured m the presence of 1251-labclcd insulin. 
After 48 h of culture, the radioactivtty level in the culture medium was mcac;ured. The 
cells were collected by nnsmg v.tth 0.02 v.t % EDTA and centrifugation, and the 
md1oactt\ It) levels m cells were mca~ured usmg a y -counter to determme the total 
amount of 1nsulm that was c1ther incorporated into or adsorbed on the cell s. 
R esults and Disc ussion 
P1·epar ation o f Phot o-Immobilized Insulin 
The mcorporat1on of atjdobcnzoyl groups in the msulin increased with the 
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Figure 2 Content of the uidobervoyl group in the insulin derivative versus the 
concentration of N -( 4-afldobcnzoylox} )succinim1de. 
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free amino groups, referred to as A I, B I, and 829. In th1s stud), the denY aU\ e 
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Figure 4 Amount of immobilit..cd msulin as calculated from the amount of mdtoactn It) 
of 1251-insulm versus the amount of the coated 1nsulm denvauvc. Bars 
represent the standard devtations, n - 6. 
The insulm derivative \\ac; d1ssol\cd in water and dropped mto 24 wells of a 
polystyrene plate. The matrix was dned m rur and photo-1rradtatcd for I 0 s. When 
culturing cells on irnmobihzed insulin, the absence of leakage should be confirmcd1' 1 ~. 
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Therefore, the msulm-immob•hzed matnx was \\'ashed until msulm leakage was absent 
(Figure 3). 
The amount of photo-munob1ht.cd msulm increased with the amount of the 
insulin derivative coated on the matnx (Figure 4). By assummg a monolayer formation, 
the calculated c;urfacc concentrallon of the msulm demall\e \\as about 0 18-0.34 ~-tg ·cm2 
(0.46- 0.86 ~-tg/\\-ell) 16 . The concentration of the msuhn dematJ\e 1mmob•lil.Cd on the 
PSt plate exceeded 4.5 ~-tg/well, suggestmg multilayer formation. 
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Figure 5 Grm\ th of Chmese hamster oval"} CHO-K I (a) and mouse fibroblast STO 
cells (b) m the presence of (0) nall\e, (. ) a11dophenyl-derivatiLCd and (6) 
phoUrimmobilized msuhn. The amount of 3H-th}midine mcorJX>rated in cells 
cultu red on tissue cul ture polystyrene plate m the absence of insul in or insulin 
derivati' es was taken as 1.0. Bars represent the standard deviations, n = 6. 
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('e ll Growth in the Presence of Photo- Immobilized Insulin 
Mouse fibroblast STO and Chmesc hamstc1 O\ aJ) CHO-K l cells \\ere 
cultured m the presence of 'anous l) pc-; of msuhn dcm au' c-.. (F•gurc 5) The 
mcorporation of andobcntoyl groups mto m"uhn shghtl) reduced lb. m1togcmc acU\ It) 
On the other hand, small amounLc; of Jmmob1111cd m"uhn ( 1, 10 - lt20 fold the .unount of 
the naU\ e msuhn or the andophenyl-dem at11cd m-..uhn) enh<mccd the gn)\\ th of these 
cells. In addiLIOn, the ma\.Jmal mitogenic effect of the 1mmobili1cd m-..uhn \\a.-.. h1g.her th<m 
that of the \\ atcr-soluble insulin dcm all\ es. The gnm th -enhancmg effect tended to lc\ c1 
off at concentrations corresponding to monolayer rom1at1on on the -;urface. 
Fate of Photo-Immobilized Insulin 
The study with radioactive insulin sh<m cd that the natJ\ c and a11dophcn) I 
dcrivatit..cd insulm were intcrnal11.ed mto the cells dunn g. culture ( J'able I). 11m\ e'er, the 
photo-Jmmobihl.ed insulin wac; neither released mto the culture mediUm nor rntcrnah;ed 
mto the cells. Ito et al. 6 have reported that msuhn immobll11.cd onto a surface- h)droly;ed 
poly(methyl methacl)latc) film stimulates the msuhn receptor and the related s1gnal 
transduction proteins for a longer period than natJ\e rnsuhn by mhrbiting dm\ n-reg.ulauon 
of the msulm receptors caused by mternal11.aUon. The photo-Immobrlllcd rnsuhn should 
also sumulatc the systems for a long penod to account for the h1gh mllogcmc act!\ 1ty. 
Table I Fate of insulin derivatives during cell culture. 
Sample Cell RadJOactr\lty (cpm/well) 1> 
Before After culture 
culture In cel l In medium 
Native i nsulin2> CHO-Kl 10690 396 + 25 10253 + 81 
STO 10690 422-± 17 10268 +96 
Alldophen}l - CHO-KI ]()690 '378 + 19 10287+ 108 
denvat11.cd msul in2> STO 10690 412 + 8 10278+73 
Photo-immobll11ed CHO-Kl 10743 0 () 
msuhn3> STO 1074'3 () 0 
1. The average value and the standard de\ 1ation, n = 3. 
2. Amount of insulin was 1.000 }tg/well. 
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Chapter 3 
Enhancement of Mitogenic Effect by Artificial Juxtacrine 
Signaling from Photo-Immobilized Epidermal Growth Factor 
Introduction 
Chemical modification of biolog1cal signaling molecules such a<> hormones 
and growth factors, with a soluble or msoluble supporting matri\. IS Important for 
elucidating the sites and mechanisms of signal transduction. Signaling molecules e\.crt 
diverse biological effects by binding and activating cell surface receptors, which, m tum, 
activate intracellular signaling pathways. However, the interaction of conJugated 
hormones and growth factors with cells is poorly understood. 
It was shown that insulin immobiliJ.cd on surface-modified matrtccs enhances 
the growth of anchorage-dependent cells to a greater extent than nat1ve insulin as shown 
in chapters 1 and 2. It was also demonstrated that, although more time wac; required for 
immobilized insulin to stimulate insulin receptors on Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 
than that for native insulin, receptor activation persisted for longer pcnod with 
immobilized insulin'. 
Epidermal growth factor (EGF) is a member of a family of growth factors that 
are derived from membrane-anchored, biologically active prccursors2·3 . These precursors 
activate cognate receptors on adjacent cells, and communicate by "juxtacrine stimulation". 
These mechanisms were deduced from studies of intercellular fcgulation by 
paraformaldehyde-fixed cells that express the growth factor4 • 
In this chapter, EGF was photo-immobilized onto a polystyrene plate by the 
same method as described in chapter 2, and the mitogenic activity was investigated. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
125 
Mouse EGF was purchased from Toyobo (Osaka, Japan). 1-EGF was 
purchased from Daiichi Chern. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). The cell counting kit containing 4-
[3-(4-iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitrophenyl)-2H-5-tetrazolio]-1,3-bem..ene disulfonatc was 
purchased from Dojin Chern. (Kumamoto, Japan). 
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Preparation of Photo-Reactive EGF 
EGF (0.1 mg, 16.5 nmol) was added to a solution of N-(4-
aJjdobenLOyloxy)succimmtde (0.43 mg, 1.65 J..tmOI) which was prepared as described in 
chapter 2 in DMF and PBS (pH 7.4) (DMFIPBS = 411; I mL) with stirring in an icc bath. 
The solution was continuously stirred at 4'C for 72 h, then ultrafiltrated (Millipore 
MoleCut II, filtration off below 3 kDa). 
The product was anaJyzed by HPLC [column, Cosmosil5CI8-AR purchased 
from Nacalai Tcsque (Kyoto, Japan); eluent, a linear gradienet from 0.05% trifluoroacetic 
actd (TFA)/20% acetonitrile to 0.05% TFA/60% acetonitrile; elution rate, 1.0 ml/rnin for 
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Figure 1 Procedure of photo-immobilization of EGF 
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Photo-Immobilization of EGF 
The photo-immobilit.ation procedure is shmvn in Fig. I. Aqueous soluuons 
of various concentrations of the azidophenyl-dcnvatit.cd EGF (0. 1 mL) were added to 24 
wells (diameter, 18 mm) of a PSt tissue culture plate. After air-drying, the ''ells ''ere 
irradiated for 10 s using a UV lamp (KoaJa 25, lOOV) from a distance of 5 em. Thereafter, 
the plate was repeatedly washed with PBS. The effcctt\encss of washing \\as confirmed 
by using 1251-EGF. The 24-well plate was disinfected \\ tth 70% (,-;,) ethanol, and 
washed with steriliLCd PBS for biologicaJ e:\periments. 
Azidophenyl-derivatized 1251-EGF was prepared and immobiht.ed onto a PSt 
plate by photo-irradiation under the same conditions described abme. Thereafter, the plate 
was repeatedly washed with PBS until the release of 1251-EGF in the washtng solutton 
12<; 
became undetectable. MicroseintTM-20 (1 mL) was then added to the l-EG F · 
immobilized wells and the radioactivity levels were measured. 
Cell Culture and Growth Assay 
Mouse hybridoma Tg 1-1 HMS cells were subcultured in PM- I (X)() methum 
with 0.2% (v/v) FBS. The medium was provided by Eiken Chern. (Tokyo, Japan). 
The STO and CHO.K 1 cells, which were subcultured and collected a<; 
described in chapter 2, were suspended in DMEM and Ham's Fl2 medium (2X 104 
cells/well, lmL), respectively, and incubated in 24-well polystyrene plate in the presence 
of EGF derivatives under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 37 'C for 48 h. Cell growth wa<> 
estimated by the amount of 3 H-thymidine uptake. 
Tg l -IHMS cells were harvested from a suspension culture fla'ik by 
centrifugation. After washing once with PM-1000 medium, they were suspended in PM-
1000 medium, then incubated in 24-well PSt plate (2 X 104 cells/well, 1 mL) tn the 
presence of EGF derivatives under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 37 'C for 48 h. The cell 
number was photometricaJiy estimated using the cell counting kit as dcscribed5 • 
EG F Association with Cell 
STO, CHO.Kl and Tgl-IHMS cells were cultured in the presence of 1251-
labeled EGF as described above. After 48 h, the cells were collected by ccntnfugatton 
after rinsing with 0. 02 wt% EDT A solution. The radioactivity levels in the culture media 
or in the cells were measured. 
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Results and Disc uss io n 
Photo-Immobilized EG F Conjugate 
Figure 2 shm\ s the eluuon prolllcs of 4-aJJdobeni.Otc actd, N -( 4-
andobcnzoyloxy)succmimide, EGF and the modtficd EGF by HPLC. The retention time 
of N ( 4-aJJdobcnwyloxy )-succimm1de \\a<; longer than that of 4-aJjdobcnzoic acid due to 
an increase of hydrophobiCity. The retention time of the EGF derivative was longer than 
that of natl\e EGF because of connccuon \\tth an hydrophobic aJJdobcnwyl group. EGF 
hac; only one ammo group in the N-terminus, to which the azidophenyl group was 
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Figure 2 HPLC elution profiles of (a) 4-a~jdobcnzoic acid, (b) N-(4-
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Figure 3 Radioactivity m the washing solution of 1251 EGF- Immobl111cd matn'\. 
The EO F derivative was dissolved m watei and dropped mto 24 \\ells of a 
PSt plate. The plate was rur-dncd and photo-madmtcd for 10 s. And then, the r~ar=­
immobilizcd plate was washed at least thirty times until there was no detectable EG I· m 
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Ftgure 4 The amount of immobilized EGF calculated from the radioactiVIty le\el of 
1251-EGF versus the amount of coated EGF derivatJve. Bars represent the 
standard devJatJons, n = 6. 
The amount of photo-immobJIJLCd EGF mcreascd w1th the amount of EGF 
dcnvativc coated onto the matri x (Figure 4). Assuming a monolayer formation, the 
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Figure 5 Growth rate of Chinese hamster ovary CHO-Kl (a), mouse fibroblast STO 
(b) and mouse hybridoma Tgl-1 HMS cells (c) in polystyrene plates in the 
presence of (0) native, (e ) azidophenyl-derivatized and (6.) photo-
immobilized EGF. The relative growth rates of CHO-Kl and STO cells 
calculated from the amount of 3H-thymidine incorporated into cells cultured 
on polystyrene tissue culture plates in the absence of EGF or the EGF 
derivatives were taken as l. 0. The relative cell growth rate ofT g 1-1 HMS 
cells calculated from the photometric absorbance of medium, in which cells 
were cultured in the absence of EGF or EGF derivatives, was taken as 1.0. 
Bars represent the standard deviations, n = 6. 
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calculated surface concentration of the EGF denvati\e wac; about 0.18 - 0.34 ~-tg/cm2 
(0.46 - 0.86 ~-tg/well). The concentration of the EGF immobili1.ed on the PSt plate 
exceeded 0.86 ~-tglwell, suggesting a multilayer formation. 
Cell Growth in the Presence of Photo-Immobilized EGF 
Mouse fibroblast STO and Chinese hamster mary CHO-K I cells "ere 
cultured in the presence of various EGF derivati\es (Figures Sa and 5b). The 
incorporation of azidobenzoyl group into EGF slightly reduced 1to;; mitogemc acln ity. On 
the other hand, small amountc; of immobili1.ed EGF (1 /10 - 1/20 fold the amount of the 
native EGF or the azidophcnyl-derivative EGF) were sufficient to enhance the cell gnm lh. 
In addition, the maximal mitogenic effect of the immobili1.ed EGF was much higher than 
that of the water-soluble EGF derivatives. The grmvlh-enhancmg effect tended to le\'cl off 
in the region of concentrations corresponding to monolayer formation on the surface. 
The photo-immobilized EG F did not enhance the growth of mouse hybndoma 
cells (Figure 5c). Water-soluble EGFs enhanced the cell growth more than the 
immobilized EGF. Because the cells were anchorage-independent, there '-"a<> not enough 
interaction between the immobilized EGF and the receptor to effect signal transduction. 
Table 1 Fate of EGF derivatives during cell culture 
Sample Cell Radioactivity (cpm/well) 1> 
Before After cell culture 
culture In cell In medium 
Native EGF2' CHO-Kl 11050 131+18 10896 -i- 31 
STO 11050 226± 14 10801 + 46 
Tg1-IHMS 11050 251 + 31 10791 + 75 
Azidophenyl- CHO-Kl 11050 120 + 33 10897+ 56 
Derivatized STO 11050 218 ± 32 10817 + 27 
EGF2> Tgl-JHMS 11050 240 + 50 10795 + 89 
Photo-Immo- CHO-Kl 10774 () 0 
bilized Eo~> STO 10774 0 () 
Tgl-lHMS 10774 0 0 
1. The average value and the standard deviation, n = 3. 
2. Amount of EGF was 500ng/well. 
3. Amount of EGF immobilized was 415 ng/well. 
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Fate of Photo-Immobilized EGF 
A study with rachoacuve EGF showed that the natJve EGF and the 
aJJdophenyl-denvatJtcd EGF were internaltled mto the cells dunng culture (Table 1). 
However, the photo-tmmobtlu.ed EGF \\as neither relca~;cd mto the culture mcdtum nor 
intemal11cd into the cells. Thts lack of intemali1..ation probably caused the htgh mitogentc 
acttv1ty by mhtbtting the d<mn-regulallon of EGF receptors. 
EGF conjugated with nuorescein6•7 , urogastrone8 , ricin A9 11 , Pseudomonas 
endotoxin'', Pseudomonas cxotoxin11 , d1phtheria toxm 13, (3 -amanJtm-poly-L-ornithine14, 
dextran'~ 17 , or fus1on pcptJdes' 8 bmds to EGF receptors and the conJugates exhibtt 
\arytng degrees of mitogcmc actt'.lly. The present study demonstrated that the mitogentc 
ct t eel of tmmoblhlcd EG F was greater than that of native EG F and thus smaller amounts 
of 1mmobtltlcd grov. th factor \\ere sutTtctent to enhance cell growth of anchorage-
dependent cells. The local concentratton of EGF on the surface was suffic tcnt to pro mote 
ctTccttvc mtcractwn with the EGF receptors of adsorbed cells. 
• 0-V-0-~ 
• EGF 
y EGF receptor 
'-----> 
F1gurc 6 Schematic reprcscntallon of the mteraction between cells and soluble EGF and 
immobili1ed EGF. Soluble EGF interacts with the cells to form a complex 
with the receptor, that 1s mtcrnaltLed. In contrast, 1mmobilt1ed EGF interacts 
with the cells for a lo ng penod \\tthout mtemal11..ation. 
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The greater mttogcmc clfect ot photo-immobtlucd EGF probably results from 
the fact that the wmplc-.. of immob1lt1ed EGF \\' tth the EGF receptors cannot be 
mtemaltzcd and therefore, receptors arc not dO\\ n-rcgulated as shO\\ n m fig 6 . Ito et al. 1 
condudcd this fro m the fmdmg usmg immnbilucd msultn. ll 1s also posstblc that b) 
prc\entmg the lateral diflus1on of acti\'atcd receptors m the cell membrane. 1mmobtli1ed 
EGF reduces the opportuntty for the receptors to encounter mh1b1tory regulators such <t'i 
tyrosmc phosphatascs or scnne/threonmc kmascs. 
Wakshull and Wharton 19 ha\ c shown that concan.n altn A stabilue .... 
complc-..cs of EGF with tl<;; receptor. thus mh1b1ttng receptor endocy tos1s. and that "hen 
the stabil11.cd complex IS located at the cell surface, there 1s an acute b1ologH.:al response to 
EGF (RN A, but not DNA synthcs1s). Howc\er. cells expressmg rccombmant 
mternalil.ation-deflctcnt mutant EG F receptors arc fully actl\ atcd by EG F20 n Vanous 
natJ\ c extracellular matnccs and adhcs1on factors also UCIJ\ ate mtraccllular s1gnahng 
pathv,.ays by interacting\\ ith integnns, without mducmg mtcgnn mternalll.allon24 21'. 
In addition, EGF s timulates cell growth 111 the membrane anchored s tate. 
accordi ng to the mode of mtercellular communication know n as ju\tacnne sumulat1on2 \ • 
EGF 1s the first poly.pcptJde mitogen to be 1dcnt1fied, and the protot}pc ot a large fam1l) 
Members of the EGF tarmly stimulate EGF receptor pho<.;phorylatJon. m1togcnc~IS , and 
Ca1• uptake, wh1ch 1s termed "JUXtacnnc s tJmulat1on". Th1s s tudy demo nstrated an 
artificial juxtacrine s timulation with immobilized EGF. The lack of an effect of pho to 
tmmobiltL.cd EGF on anchorage-independent cells al<.o demonstrated the Importance of 
d1rect mtcraction between cells and the tmmob1lt1.ed EO F. Th1s tcchntque \\Ill be uscf ul to 
investJgate the signal transduction mcchamsm and to dcs1gn a new b1omatcnal tor t1ssuc 
engineering. 
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Chapter 4 
Switching from Growth to Differentiation in PC 12 Cell 
by Immobilized Epidermal Gro·wth Factor 
Introduction 
S1gnahng by receptors \\lth tyrosme J...Jna"'c ac.:IJ\ II) plays an important role 111 
the control of d1verse cellular processes, such as gnm th, Lhllerentwttnn, metabolic 
homeosta<.:is and motility. The bmding of polypeptide gnm th and dlllerenllat1nn factors to 
receptors that haYe tyrosme kinase acll\ Jt) promotes receptor dJmen;.auon. \\ htch '"'· 111 
tum, responsible for actiYating the JntrJnsJt: ty rosme k.mm;e acll\ ll), lcadmg to 
autophosphorylauon of the receptor 1 • The pnmal) respon'>e to '>tgnaling through certain 
receptor tyros me k.mac.;es ts the sLJmulauon of cell proliferation \\ hcre<.t'> acu' auon ol 
other receptor protemc.; mh1btts cell grO\\ th and promote<; cell dJITerenllc.ttJon Moreo\ cr 
the <;arne receptor t}rosme kinase.'> can e1ther mh1b11 01 '>IJmul,tte cell proliferation "hen 
e:\pressed m d11Terent cellular conte:\l"i 24. For e:xample the <llldlllon of nen e growth 
I actor (NGF) to phacochromOC) toma PC 12 cells 01 sympatheuc neuron'> lea& .. to 
neuronal d1fferenuauon and cell sun·J\·aJ, wherca'> m the at..,e of llbroblasL'>, NGf· 
promotes cell proliferation and oncogenesis. The same recepto1 1s Ill\ oh cd m '>lgnallng 
from NO F 111 both cases. The b1olog•cal response 1s thus detenmned both b) the 
properties of receptor tyrosine kinase and by. the ccllulat conte\t 111 wh1ch 1t 1s e:\pres..,ed. 
Furthermore, several recent studies have shown that 1nsultn and cp1dennal gnm th lactm 
(EO F) stimulates PC 12 cells to cell proliferation, but promote PC 12 oYere\.pessmg 
msulin or EGF receptor to neuronal diflerenuauon. The kmet1cs of mJt.ogen-actl\ated 
protem (MAP) kmase activation in the two kmds of PC 12 cell., d1flers after sumulallon by. 
msulm and EO F. Insulin and EO F applied to PC 12 cells md uce tmn..,1ent sllmulatJon ol 
MAP kmac.;e, but in the case of PC12 O\ere:\pessmg msultn or EGF receptors . the) 
mduce sustamed sumulation and nuclear tran<;locatJon of this enl]me as NGF- does56. 
Ito et aC reported that JmmobJIJI.cd EGf· activate<., MAP J...ma<.,e of Chmese 
hamster mary (CHO) cells O\erexpressmg EO!-- receptors for longer lime than nall\C 
EO r: and that the gro\\ th of cells '"as enhanced by the immobll11.allon EO f· belongs to a 
t'amJI} of membrane-bound grO\\ th factors that activate receptors according to "Juxtacnne" 
mode K 12 • The sumulauon b) EGF Jmmobllllcd on an in<>oluble matrix could be regarded 
as an artifJcJal JU\.t.acnnc sumulauon ac.; shown in chapter 3 In th1s chapter, PC12 cells 
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were cultured m the presence of natne EGF or 1mmobtlized EGF and their effects on 
PC 12 cells S\\ttchmg between gnm th and differenttalton were <;tudted . 
Materials a nd Methods 
Materia ls 
NGF was purchased from Stgma Co. (St. Louis, MO). RPMI 1640 culture 
medium '"'as purchased I rom Ntssut Pharmaccuucal Co., LTD. (Tokyo, Japan). 
Phospho-spcc1fic MAP kmase antJbody (rabbit polyclonal IgG) was purchased from New 
England B1olaboratorys, Inc. (Bever!), MA). Vcctastam a\ldtn-biotJnylated horserad1sh 
peroxidase complex (ABC) k1t was purchased from Vector Laboratories Co. 
(Burlmgame,CA). DtammobenJJdme (DAB) reagent set '"as purchased from Kirkegaard 
& Perry Laboratones, Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD). Paraformaldehyde, Triton X-100 and 
sod1um orthovanadate were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). 
Horse serum and lris(hydroxymethyl) arninomethane (Tris) wac; purchased from G IBCO 
BRL l.Jfc Technology Co. (Osaka, Japan). Polyallylammc hydrochlonde was purchased 
from Ninobo (Tokyo, Japan). Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from 
Intcrgcn Co. (Purchase, NY). Anu-EGF IgG was purchased from Becton Dickmson 
Labware (Bedford, MA). 
Preparation of Photo-Reactive Polyallyla mine a nd Photo-Reactive EGF 
The synthetiC scheme of photo-reacttve polyallylamine and photo-reactJve 
EGF IS shown in Figure l. N-(4-<Vjdobcn.wyloxy)succmimide was prepared as described 
m chapter::!. 
A phosphate-buffered <>elution (pH = 7. 0, lOmL) containing polyallylamine 
(MW = 60,000, 30 mg) was added to the DMF solution (20 mL) of N-(4-
a/Jdobcn/Oyloxy)succinimtde (25.8 mg) under stirring on icc. After reaction at 4 "(: for 
::!4 h under surring, the solution was ultrafi ltrated (Millipore MoleCut II , fi ltration off 
bckm 10 kDa) and'' ashcd once'' Hh 5 mL DMFIH 20 (2/1) soluuon and once with 5 mL 
d1St11lcd water. The a?idophcnyl-dcnvaU/cd polyallylaminc is referred to as A1PhPAAm. 
The content of <liJdophcnyl group m the conjugate was calculated from the absorbance at 
::!80nm. 
The alJdophen) 1-dcfl\ ati1cd pol) allylamme "as further conjugated "1th 
EGF as follows. To a 0. 1 M 2-(N-morpholmo)ethancsulfate-buffered solution (MES, 
pH=4.5, 10 mL), WSC ( 10 mg). EGF (300 }tg) and AlPhPAAm (600 }tg) ,, ere added, 
and reacted at 4 "C: for 7::! h under stJrring. Then, the solutton was ultrafiltraled (Millipore 
40 
MolcCut II. filtrauon off bclov. I 0 kDa) and'' ashcd l\\ ICC with ::! mL distilled '' atcr. The 
photo-reactive EGF conjugate 1s referred to a,., \1PhPAAmFGF. The compos1Uon of 
EGF 10 the AIPhPAAmEGF conjugate ''as dctcrmmc<.J b) mrasunng the lluorc-;ccncc 
mtcnslt} at345 nm b) c\.cttat1on at ::!80 nm. 
0 
II 
+ N _r-\_COON/) ~\J """ 
II 
0 
polyallylamtne (PAAm) N-(4-aJidobcntoylo\y )succm11niJc 
I ~ DMF/PBS = 2/1 t 40C,24 h 
I I-(CH2- CH):\{CHr CH)y H 
I I 0 CH2NH2 CH2NH-C- f '-N, II -
0 
uidophenyl-denvat11ed polyallylamme (A;PhPAAm) 
' 
WSC,@ 
pH = 4.5, 4 t:, 72 h 
H-{CI-1rCH)m\CH2 CH)J({CHrCH)y-H 
t:::d C-NttlH? tH?NH., tH2NH-C-0' -N, 
e/11 - M - II -
0 0 
a?Jdopheny.l-demalll.Cd polyally.lamme/EGF conjugate {At.PhPAAmEGF) 
F1gure 1 Synthesis of photo-rcaclt\c polyall)larnine and photo-rcactl\e EGI· conjugate. 
Immobilization of F ibr onectin a nd EGF 
Fibroncctin (Fn) and EGF were co tmmob1l11ed on a polystyrene plate by the 
procedures as shov. n in F1gure 2. An aqueous \olut1on of A1PhPAAm (2<X> }tg/mL) \\a\ 
placed in each of the six wells (diameter, 35 mm) of a PSt t1ssue culture plate. After alr-
df)mg, the plate" as further coated "tth an aqueous ~olut1on of Fn (40 }tg/mL, 100 jtL) 
and rur-dned. The plate ''as then 1rrad1ated for I 0 s U'>tng a U V lamp (Koala 25, 1 OOV) 
from a d1stance of 5 em. Thercafter, the plate "as repeated!) .. , ashcd '" 1th PBS at 4"C: 
untJI the absence of AzPhPAAm and Fn release tn the \\ashmg buller was conftrmed by 
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ultraviolet absorption at 280 nm (7 days). Th1s Fn-immob1l11ed PSt plate IS referred to as 
Fn PSt. 
An aqueous solution of AtPhPAAm-EGF conjugate (200 jig/mL, 100 JiL) 
was coated on each of the si'\ "ells of the Fn-PSt plate and air-dried at room temperature. 
Subsequently, the plate v.ac; Irradiated for 10 s usmg the UV lamp from a d1stance of 5 em 
Thereafter, the plate \Vas repeatedly ''ashed \\lth PBS at 4CC' until the absence of EGF 
conjugate release wa.s confirmed by ultra\lolet absorbance at 280 nm (7 days). The EGF-
immobliJtcd Fn PSt plate IS referred to as EGF-Fn-PSt. 
pol) mer matri '\ 
~ Coating of AzPhPAAm 
r::.:.::: .. :::.-.w·"'· ··.£MM&&MW·.· .. ·.·w:::.:>:.:-M::.:.:.:w ·· ..... , ~ AtPhPAAm 
I Coating of tibronectin 
f ...---- Fibronectin 
rl!ii"'!!..PI/f!!)!!BW!!-.\!Id!!<=!!¥!!.£1!,.·. i .. !!I.§.!.!.!.!!!!!! .. !J!!!!!iii!!!!\.1!!.1!!!!..t!, .. -.!!!.1.!1·-·j ~ A tPhPAAm 
I UV irradiation, f Washing 
matnx •mmobilit.cd \VJth Fn 
r"fu%@ {§ 
~ Coating of AzPhPAAmEG F 
8¥·" "§'I£Ml"'***MRh2,~ A;PhPAAmEGF 
I UV irradiation, f Washing 
Figure 2 Schematic •llustratton of photo-•mmobJ!Jt.ation of fJbronectm and EGF. 
Cell culture and Activation b y N G F, EG F and Immobilized EGF 
PC12 cel ls were subcultured m RPMI 1640 mediUm conta.Jning 5~ (\/v) 
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FBS and 10% (\ ')horse serum under a Y'c CO: atmosphere at 37 CC'. The subcultured 
PC 12 cells I rom a smgle flask \\ere han cstcd b) p1pctttng \Iter "<t<-hcd I\\ ICC '' 1th the 
med1um mJ'\ture (OMEM med1um1F12 med1um = I , I ) cnntammg lr.lno.;fernn (5 jig/mL). 
mo.;ulm (5 }Jg.mL) and progesterone (0 8JlglmL) the celt... were '-ll',pcnded m the med1um 
(I X 106 cclls/mL). The cell suspension (0.1 mL\\cll) \\as added to each of <.;J'\ "ell-.. 
contaimng NGF (50 ng,mL, 5 mL), EGF ( 100 ng/ml . '; ml.) or ImmobJhtcd EGI-. 
respectn ely The cells were cultured under a Y~ C02 atmosphere at 37 CC'. 
Assay of M AP Kinase Activity 
PC 12 cells that had been depri' cd of serum for () h ''ere mcubated at 37 (' 
for dJITerent periods of time in RPMI 1640 medium Without <.:erum 111 ()."ell plateo.; m the 
presence of NGF (50 ng/mL, 5mL), natne EGF ( J(X) ng. ml., SmL) m 1mmobl1Jtcd EGI·. 
After \\ashing once with PBS, the cells were lyo.;ed m';()() JJLol .t solution conlllinmg 2(; 
mM Tris-HCI (pH=7.4), 25 mM NaCI, I mM snthum orthov<U1adate. I 0 mM o.;od1um 
nuonde, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 10 nM okadatc acid , 0.'; mM eth) lene gl)col 
b1s( {3 -ammocthyl ether)-N,N,N',N'-tetraacettc ac1d (l:.GTA), and I mM 
phenylmethylsulfonyl nuoride (PMSF), and the ly'iate \\ a.s centrifuged at 15 000 rpm 101 
15 mtn at 4 OC. The MAP kmase actt\ 1ty of p44mapk "as me~Lsurcd in 
1mmunoprcc1pttatcs prepared from cell lysate 'iupcrnatanL'i \\ llh pol)-clonaJ anllbod1es to 
MAP kmase (aC92) 13• The immunoprecipltatcs \\ere mcubated lor 10 mm at room 
temperature with 1 JiCi of [ y -32P)ATP in a solutmn contammg 25 mM Tns-HCI 
(pH=7.4), 10 mM MgCI2, 1 mM dithiothre1tol, 40 f.A.M ATP, 0.5 mM EGTA, and myehn 
ba.<;ic protein (MBP) (1 mg/ml) as a substrate14 . Under these conditions, the MBP 
phosphorylation showed a linear time course for longer than 20 mtn. The rcacuon wa.<.; 
terminated by adding 10 mL of stop solution contammg 0. 6% JICI, I (7(. BSA and I mM 
ATP, and 15 JiL of reaction mixture wao; spotted onto PH I phosphocellulose paper 
(Whatman), which was then washed three Urnes "1th 0. 7Y7( .. phosphonc ac1d and on<.:e 
'' tth acetone. The papers were dried, and 32P \vas determmed b) Cerenkm countmg. 
Localization Assay of MAP Kinase 
PC12 cells cultured for 60 min in the presence of NGF nati\e EGF or 
immobllllcd EGF \\ere washed once with PBS and fixed by PBS contammg 3'if 
pamformaJdehyde for 30 min at 4 OC. The f1\ed cells were washed three t1mes for 5 
mmutes each"' 1th 50 mM Tris-HCI buffered solutJOn (pH 7.4) contammg 150 mM NaCI, 
0.1% Tnton X-100 (TBST) and mcubated w1th 1.5'k normal goat serum m TBST 
(blockmg buffer) for 60 min. Subsequently, the cells were mcubatcd w1th phospho-
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spcctltc MAPK anti bod} (rabbll polydonal IgG: l/100 diluuon in TBS cont.aining 3% 
BSA) at4 C for 24 h, nnc..cd once for 5 mm \\ tth 50 mM Tns HCI buffer solution (pH 
7.4) contammg 150 mM NaCI (TBS}, washed once for 15 mm with TBST, once for 15 
mm \\ tth TBST contammg 0. 1 '* BSA and mcubated wtth btotmylatcd antt-rabbtt !gO 
(1 : 100 dtluuon m TBST containmg 3(Ji BSA) for 60 min at 25 C, washed three ttmes 
for S mm each wtth fBST once for 5 mm '' 1th TBS and mcubatcd for exact!} 30 mm m 
0.61'.«· H20 2• After washmg three time.<; for 5 min each wtth TBST, the cells were 
mcubatcd for 60 mm \\lth I mL ABC reagent at 25 C. The cells \\ere \\ashed three 
Urnes tor S mm each wtth I mL of TBS, and then mixed with 1 mL of DAB reagent and 
the rcactton progrc.-.s '"as momtorcd under a rrucroscope. Reaction was allO\\ ed to 
proceed for I 0 mm and lenni natcd by adding I mL of water. 
Results a nd Discussio n 
Activa tio n o f M AP Kinase 
Ttme course of MAP ~.mase acti\ alton in PC 12 cells is shown m Figure 3. 
Nall\e NGF quickly activated MAP kinase and the effect continued for a time longer than 
90 mm alkr a little mactnauon. Nat1ve EGF also qmckl} actl\atcd MAP kmase, but the 
actJ\Utlon \Vac.; weakened S(X>n. On the other hand, with immobiliLcd EGF, the acti\aUon 
ol MAP ~mac;e t(X>k place a little slowl}, but the actl\atcd state of the ent.yme lasted 
longer than that w1th native EGF. The immoblili/cd EGF was even superior to NGF m 
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Figure 3 Ttme course of MAP ~1nase actl\atton b} nall\e EGF {0), nati'\e NGF (6}, 
and immobili1ed EGF (e ). 
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Translocation of MAP Kinase 
NGF promoted the tmn<;location ol ~1AP kmase from the C}tosol to the 
nucleu<> of PCI2 cells after 60 mm mcubation. In conu·ac:;t, the translocauon of MAP 
lanase to the nucleus \\as not stgmftcant m PC I?. cells -.umulatcd '"th naU\C I·Gt-. 1 he 
extens1ve translocauon of MAP kmase to the nucleus of PC 12 cells by unmobtlllcd EG F 





Figure 4 Trans location of MAP kinase from the cytoplasm to the nucleus of PC 12 cells 
cultured (a) wtthout an} grov. th factor, or m the prc~ence of (b) native EGF, 
(c) native NGF, and (d) immobtlll.ed EO F. 
Growth and Differentiation 
pen cells \\ere cultured in the prc-;ence of nati\e EGI natt\e NGf or 
immobtli1.cd EO F. Phase-contrast m1crographs of PC I 2 cells al tcr 24 h and 72-h culture 
arc shO\\n m Figure 5. Natt\e NGF and tmmob1hL.ed LGF mduccd ncuntc format1on of 









Figure 5 Phase-contrast micrographs of PC12 cells after culture for 24 h (a) and 72 h 
(b) in the presence of native EGF, 24 h (c) and 72 h (d) in the presence of 
Immobilized EGF, and 24 h (e) and 72 h (f) in the presence of native NGF. 
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Table 1 summan1es the effect of natne EGF, natne NGF, and the 
immobiliLcd EG F on the percentage of d•ffercnuauon of PC 1:2 cells. The Immoblllled 
EGF critical!} switched the cells from gnm tll to neuronal differentiation. Tra' erse et al. s 
and Oikic et al. 6 have reported the neuronal dlfTerentiallon of PC 12 cells tnggcred b) 
0 , erexpression of EG F receptor~ and insulm receptors, rcspccll\ cl). The) condudcd that 
the O\ erexpression induced long-la'i tmg act!\ auon of MAP k.ma-;c, \\ hich 1s similar to the 
act1' ation by NG F. 
Table 1 Effect of EGF and NGF on the neunte formauon of PC' 1:2 cells 
Sample Neunte-bcaring Cells (c;o·x 




25±3 71 +4 
3+ I 5 I 2 
26±2 59 1-5 
*Neurite appearance was quantified by scoring 200 cells from randomly selected light 
microscope fields of the plates. 
The present investigation also demonstrated that the acttYalion of MAP k.tna'>c 
has some bearing on growth-diffcrentmtion switching. In addillon, it\\ as shm\ n that the 
action of EGF, cell growth or cell differentiation, can be modulated by immoblltJ.alJon. 
Immobili'l.ation of EGF not only enhances cell growth of Chinese hamster oYary CIIO-K I 
cells and mouse fibroblast STO cells by suppression of mternaliJ..at1on, but also turns the 
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Part II 
Thermal Control of Biomaterials Function: Cell 
Manipulation Using Thermo-Responsive Polymer 
Chapter 5 
Patterned Immobilization of Thermo-Responsive Polymer 
Introduction 
Micro-patterning of small molecules , macromolecules and cells on maUT\ 
surfaces has a wide range or potential applications in molecular electronics, mtcro-
machining, biosensing, and tissue engineering• 11 • To achteve the surface mtcro-
patteming, various methodologies have been developed, which include photo-
lithographyi2'26, lithography using X-ray, electron beam, ion beam, and neutral 
metastable atom27-29, mechanical stamping30•34 , electrochemical method 12 , and the up 
manipulation of scanning probe microscope35.37 . 
On the other hand, signal-responsive polymeric networks hme been 
interested in for use in micro-manipulators or artictficial musclcs3840. So-called mtcro 
machine might be fabricated by micro-process ing of signal-responsive polymers. Poly(N 
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), a thermo-responsive polymer, ha<> a low cnttcal 
solution temperature (LCST) of about 32 "C:: in water41 • PNIPAAm is fully hydrated wtth 
an extended chain conformation below 32 "C:: and is extensively dehydrated and compact 
over 32 OC. Cross-linked PNIPAAm and its copolymers have been developed a<> thermal 
on-off switching polymers for drug permeation and rclca.<>c using this mechanism42·41. 
Okano et al. 4446 and Takezawa et al. 47 have found that cell adhesion can be regulated on 
this thermo-responsive material by temperature. Cells arc able to adhere onto hydrophobic 
surfaces, but do not adhere on highly hydrated hydrophilic surfaces. 
In this chapter, PNIPAAm was immobili'l~d in a specific pattern on a 
polystyrene plate and the regiospecific control of cell behaviors on the conjugate plate by 
temperature was investigated. Although regiospecific cell attachment to a matrix has been 
achieved1•3 ·5•8 , regiospecfic cell detachment has not been reported. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) was kindly provided by Kohjin Co. 
(Tokyo, Japan). Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) 
were purchased from Nacalai Tesque Inc. (Kyoto, Japan). 4-A:tjdoanilinc hydrochloride 
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v.a\ purchac;ed from Wako Pure CherrucaJ Ind. Lid. (Chaka, Japan). Photo-lithographic 
ma<.;k \\a\ purchac;ed from N1ppon F1lcon Co., Ltd. (~aka, Japan). NIPAAm and AIBN 
\\ere rccrystalht..cd from hexane and methanol, respccthely. MPA ''as punfied b] 
distillation in vacuo. 
m + n + 
(AA) (NIPAAm) (MPA) 
I AIBN, f 60 oc, 24 h 
H -(CH--CH2h-(CH-CH2)\SCH2CH2COOH 














H -(CH--CH2h--(CH-CH2)}SCH2CH2 C-NH-0' -N3 I I II -
C=O C=O 0 
I I 
NH NH 
I I 0 CH /".. 1 CH3 CH3 
N~ (A1.PhPIA) 




The synthetic scheme of NIPAAm/AA cnpol) mer and ll'i andophen) I 
den,au'e 1s shm\ n m Figure 1. NIPAAm and AA ''ere copol)mcn;cd u"mg AlB~ .1." an 
1muator m the prc.-.enee of MPA a'i a cham-tran..,ler reagent .b dc .... cnbcd by Chen and 
Hoffman·"1 and Take1 et al."~9• NIPAAm illld AA at the mol~u ratio ol Q'), ')\\ere d1..,soh cd 
in isobutyl alcohol (30 mL, toral monomer concentration 2 0 M) l·ontammg AI BN (5 mg) 
and MPA (monomcr/MPA = 100/4 mol/mol). The 1111\ture "<.Ls dcg.Ls-.ed purged "1th 
mtrogen gas, scaled, and incubated at 60 OC for 24 h The rc,ultmg nm.tme "<.L'i d1luted 
\\1th methanol and the product copolymer \\<L'> prcc1pttatctl 111 t11ethyl ether. rlw 
NIPAAm/AA copolymer is referred to as PIA. The molcculm "e1ght ''a-. calculatetl !rom 
the sulfur content determmed from titrauon '' tth b:.u 1um acetate after fl<tsJ... combustion, 
a"isummg that one terminal of a polymer cham 1s capped '' lth t-..1PA TaJ...e1 er aJ~'~ ha\ c 
reported that oligomers obtained by th1s method had ;m m emgc one MPA re..,1due per .1 
cham of polymer accordmg to gel permeation chromatography and anal\'il'> of the end 
group. The content of NIPAAm and AA m the copol)mer W<.L'i tletcrmined b) clement.al 
analySIS. 
The copolymer (50 mg), 4-aJJdoanJlme ( 106 H mg) illld WSC (219 6 mg) 
,, ere d1ssolved 111 0. 1 mM MES-buffcred solut1on (5 mL, pH4 5) and the mr\ture wa" 
surrcd at 4 ~ for 24 h. Thereafter, the solution \\ali centrifuged at 40 "C The prec1p1tatc 
'"'ac; wac;hed until the absence of aztdoanilme m Lhe washmg solution ''as conf1rmed by 
ultmv10let spectroscopy. The azjdophenyl demauve of PIA 1s referred to as AtPhPIA. 
The content of azidophcnyl groups in the At.PhPIA copolymer ''as dctermmcd by 
ultraviolet spectroscopy (280 nm). 
Micr o- Processing 
The micro-processing procedure IS shown m F1gure 2. A PS t plate (2 em X 2 
em)\\ ac; cut from a tissue culture PSt Oa"ik (250 mL). An aqueous solut1on of At.PhPIA 
( 1 () mg/mL, 0. 1 mL) was placed on the PSt plate and air-dried at room tempcmturc. The 
plate was then irrad1ated \\ ith an ultm' 10let lamp (Koala, I (X) W) from a d1stance of 5 em 
for lOs through a patterned photomask or'' ithout a photoma~.;k. The plate \\aS \\a\hctl 
\\lth cooled dist1lled water (10 OC) until the absence of A1.PhPIA release in the \\a\hmg 
solut1on was conf1rmed b} ultmnolet spectroscopy (2HO nm). 
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polymer matrix 
~ AzPhPIA Coating 
1._ ________ *_=*_**_-_*:_-__J--l--- ALPhPIA 
~ IJV irradiation 
~ Washing 
.-----•wm:'mm=:ii· *1l!li.WL-__ ..J!t=:ili4lillll--lmm~•---- grafted AzPhPIA ~----------------------~1 
Figure 2 Procedure of photo-lithography usmg ~wdoaruhne-coupled PIA copolymer. 
Measurement of Temperature Sensitivity 
The copolymer wa~ dissolved 111 0. 1 M phosphate-buffered solution (pH = 
7.0) to a conccntmtJOn of 1. 0 wt%. The turbility of the copolymer soluuon at various 
temperature..<; wa.., momtored by the optical transmittance at 500 nm, wh1ch was recorded 
on a littacht spectrometer (Hitachi, Japan). 
The contact angle of an rur bubble placed on immobilit_cd or untreated PSt 
plate m water wa.., measured to assess surface wettability. The plate was incubated in 
dtsltllcd water at 10 <t: or 37 "C for 24 h before the measurement. 
The A1PhPIA-patterned PSt plate immersed 111 disulled water at 10 <t: or 37 
<t: was observed usmg a phase-contrast microscope (Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan). 
Cell C ulture 
Subcultured mouse fibroblast STO cells were suspended m DMEM ( 1 X 106 
cclls/ml). The cell suspension (I. 0 mL/wcll) \\as added to a 6-well culture plate 
contaJmng Al.PhPIA-m1cro-patterned PSt plates that had been incubated in the well in the 
presence or DMEM (5 mL) at 37 C for 2 h. The, cells were cultured under a 5% C02 
atmosphere at37 <t: for:?. h. For changing temperature, the culture plate wa<; kept at 10 <t: 
for 30 nun, keepmg the mcdtum unchanged. Subsequently, the mcdtum was replaced 
\\ ith fresh mcdtum. The cells before and after l<.menng temperature were obsened b] 
pha'ie-contmst mtcroscop]. 
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Results and Discussion 
Synthesis of NIPAAm/ AA Copolymer 
The yield of NIP AAm/ AA co poly mer \\ <t'i 78rrc The molecular \\ c1ght \\ •l'i 
5910 ± 30. The content of AA in the copolymer "as the same as thatm the Iced ("' mol11r ). 
All of the carboxy I groups in the copolymer \\a-; coupled \\ 1th atu.Joamhne. The 
denvatu.cd copolymer contamcd about four U/.H.Jophenyl groups m a cham in the prc.,ent 
1n\eSt1gauon. 
On heating the aqueous solutwn ol PIA. the transparent) suddenly dropped. 
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Temperature dependence of turbidity of an aqueous solution of (a) PIA 
copolymer and (b) aJJdophcnyl-denvatu.cd PIA copolymer. 
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of NIPAAm homopolymer has been reported to be 32 CC41 • The LCST tncreased with 
copolymeri7.ation of AA. Random copol)merizatJOn of NIPAAm with relatively 
hydrophthc monomers such a<; acrylarrude and AA results in the rise of LCST, ..v hereas 
the LCST of NIPAAm polymer is not signtficantly influenced by the molecular weight 
and <;olutton conccntration50. 
The LCST of AJPhPIA was 21.5 CC as shown in Figure 3b. Coupling with 
aJJdophenyl groups decreased the LCST by 17 CC. The hydrophobil11.ation of the 
copolymer should lower the LCST. ll has been reported that random copolymcri;..ation of 
NlPAAm wllh hydrophobic monomers such as methyl methacrylate lowers the LCST51 • 
Surface Property of AzPhPIA-Jmmobilized Plate 
The wcttab1lity of the polystyrene plate immobilized with A;PhPIA depended 
on the temperature, wh1lc that of untrcared polystyrene plate was not affected by 
temperature a<; shown in Figure 4. The wettability was related to the turbidity of the 
aqueous solution contammg the copolymer. The graft chains should govern the thermaJ 
sensitivity of the plate surface. 
PNIPAAm-PSt PSt 
60 
~ 37 "C 
Cl) 







Figure 4 Water contact angle of a polystyrene plate (PSt) and an azidophenyl-
dcrivati;ed PIA copolymcr-immobiliLed polystyrene plate (PNIPAAm-PSt) at 
10 ac and 37 ac. 
Micr·o-Pat terned Immobilization 
The m1cro-panemed plate was observed using a phase contrast microscope 
(F1gurc 5). The micro-pattern, which was the same as photo-mask, was observed at 37 ac. 
Upon cooling the plate to 10 CC, the regions of ALPhPIA graft escaped out of the sight by 







Figure 5 Phase-contrast micrographs of the photomac;k used (a), and a PSt plate wtth 
azidophenyl-derivatized PIA immobilized in a specific pattern at (b) 37 CC and (c) 10 OC. 
b 
100 v. m. 
Figure 6 Phase-contrast micrographs of mouse f1brobaJst STO cells cultured on the 
PSt plate with azidophenyl-derivatized PIA 1mmoblli;.cd m a specific pattern 
at (a) 37 OC and (b) 10 CC. 
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Selective Detachment of Cells from the Micro-Patterned Plate 
STO cells were cultured on the micro-patterned plate until the cells reached 
con~tant adherence at 37 OC (Figure 6a). Subsequently, the culture system wao:; cooled to 
10 OC. The cells adhered on the regton~ tmmobthl.ed with AzPhPIA were selectively 
detached from the plate as sho'' n m Ftgure 6b. At 10 OC, regions immobtlit.ed with the 
A1.PhPIA copolymer began to solvate and swell, changed to hydrophthc and the thermal 
on-off S\\ 1tch turned to the "detachment" mode, and adhes1on of the STO cells to the 
regions was losl Howe,er, the cells adhered on the regtons \\ 1thout ALPhPIA 
immobtht.ed kept unchanged dunng the manipulauon of temperature, because of the 
absence of such a temperature-dependent hydrophobic-hydrophilic switch. Okano et al. 44' 
4 (' and TakeL.awa et al. 47 have reported that cell attachment and detachment on/from matrix 
gmftcd with thermo respons1ve polymer can be regulated by temperature. The present 
mvesugauon dear!> demonstrated the selccuve detachment of cells from thermo-
responsl\ e polymer b} m1cro-patternmg. 
In thts m\ csugat1on, the m1cro-patternmg of signal-rcspons1ve polymer was 
used for t1ssuc cngmeenng. The combmation of micro-patterning technic with various 
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C ha pte r 6 
Cell Growth a nd Ad hes ion Regulated by Insulin 
Conjugate with T hermo-Responshe Polymer 
lntr·oduction 
The culture of mammalian ~ells 1s a k.e} technique for both ba ... i~ resc.m:h 111 
btology and mdustnal applications. The tmportancc of substrata or bJ0111.llenab, ..,uch ,,.., 
btolog•cal and synthetic e\.tracellular matnces for cell culture as'' ell as fo1 the proJucunn 
of artJfk.aJ tissue<, and organs ha'i been mcrca..,mg. llm\e\cr, tt IS JIIIIL·ult to 1cgul.nc 
cellular functions, such a~ prohfcmtJon, <,ecrctton, mm ement. and dlffe1cntiation '' tlh 
b1omatenals alone. The •mmobdJ/.alton of b1os1gnal molecules <;U~h as gnm th f~lctms anJ 
cytokincs in such a manner that they rctam thetr actiVIt} would therefore 'ilgntflcantly 
contnbutc to the des1gn of biomatenals. 
It \\as shov. n that msulm 1mmobll11..cd on \anous artificial and biological 
..,ubstrata mcreases the gro'' th of anchorage-dependent cells (mouse ftbroblast, bm tilL' 
endothelial, mouse sarcoma, and Chmcsc hamster mary cells) to a greater C\.tcnt than 
nauve insuli n1•9• These findings demonstrate that cells can be cultured on arllltctal 
substrata without mdudmg serum 111 the culture mcdtum 
On the other hand, most mammalian cell"> mu">t adhere to a <,oltd ">Ubsuatum 
or supporting scaffold m order to proliferate and manliest thc1r funcuons 1u 12• In these 111 
vitro cell culture systems, cffic1cnt recovery of cells from the cultunng substrata 1s an 
essentta1 process for their further uulity. Generally, rccoYcry of cultured cells from 
substratum reqUJrcs treatment \\tth a proteolytic en/} me such as II) psm The en/} mallt. 
treatment inflicts damage to cell membranes by hydrol}llng vanous mcmbmnc-assocJated 
protems, resulting m impmrmentof cell function 11 1 ~. Therefore, cultured cell'> scns1ti\C to 
cn1.ymatic treatment can not be subcultured and only pnmary cells arc uiJlt!.cd for vanou"> 
research purposes 16 By patterned •mmob1lv.auon of thermal-rcsponst\e pol}(N 
1~opropylacl)lam•dc) on a PSt plate, the reg•ospccif tc cell detachment ''a~ obtamcd 
'' nhout using any en1ymes as descnbcd m chapter 5 
In this chapter, the two des1gn charactenst1cs of btomatenal<, descnbcd above 
\\ere combined by couplmg insulm \\-lth thermo-rcsponst\.C polymer on a PSt matr1x The 
composlle matenal may not only enhance cell grm' th m the absence of serum but also 
allo'' s1mple recovel) of the v1ablc cells by marupulating the temperature. 
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Materials and Methods 
Copolymerization and Insulin Coupling 
The synthetic scheme of the msulm-conjugatcd NIPAAm/AA copolymers 
(Ins-PIA) is shown in Figure 1. NIPAAm and AA at \anous molar ratJos \vere 
copol}men1.cd and the molecular weight of the synthcs11cd copolymers was determmed 
a'i descnbcd m chapter 5. The molar ratJo of NIPAAm and AA m the copolymers was 
determmcd by elemental analysis. 










f l-<p·t-CH2)a-<yH-CHz)o<fH- CH2)y SCH2CHr T = 0 
COOH r=O C=O NH 
NH I I 
1 NH ~ ~ tH /"-. 
CH3 CH3 
(Ins-PIA) 
Figure 1 S}ntheuc scheme of msulin-conjugated thermo-rcsponstve PIA copolymers. 
One mtlhliter of an aqueous solutton of the PIA copolymers (100 f..lg) was 
mt\.cd ,., tth WSC ( I mg) m borate-buffered solutJon ( 1 mL, pH 7. 0) and stirred at 4 OC 
for 24 h. The actJvatcd polymer\\ as raptdl} punficd by ultraftltratJon (Millipore MoleCut 
II. ftltratton off less than 3 kDa), and rnt"<cd \\tth an aqueous solution of insulin (1 
mg/mL) wtth or \\tthout 1251-msulin, then stJrred at 4 OC for 24 h. Finally, the activated 
cartx)\.yltc actd groups of PIA copolymers that remained unrcacted were blocked by 
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mi:\:ing \\ tth glycme (1 0 mg/mL). The producL'i \\ere punlted by ultmliltratJon. The 
msultn-conjugatcd PIA copolymers \\Cre referred to a..., ln'i-PIA and analy1cd by HPLC 
!column packed with Cosmostl SDtol-120 (NacaJat Tc.-.que Inc. Kyoto, Japan): eluent, 
0 02 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) contatnmg 0. 2 1\1 NaCI, cluuon rate, 1.0 mLmm, 
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Figure 2 Synthetic scheme of insulin-NIPAAm/AA copolymer-grafted PSt film. 
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G r aft Po lym erization an d Insu lin Im mobilization 
The synthetic scheme of Ins PIA-immobtht.cd polystyrene ftlm ts shown in 
Figure 2. A PSt ftlm ""as cast from toluene solutton (15 \\t%) on a ctrcular gla-.s plate 
(diameter, 15 mm). The ftlm \\as glow-discharged and mcubatcd in an isobutyl alcohol 
solution (30 mL) of NIPAAm and AA at \anous molar ratios (total monomer 
concentration 2.0 M) at60 CC for24 h The grafted ftlm \\as washed \\tth dtstJlled \\aler 
until no release of monomer or polymer was confirmed by measuring ullm\ iolet 
absorbance (220 nm). 
The ftlms grafted with PIA copolymer were tmmersed m a borate-buffered 
solutton (pH 7.0) containtng WSC (I mg/mL) and 12 '1 msulm at \anous concentraltons at 
4 OC for 48 h under sllrnng After the tmmobtl11..atton procedure, the film \\aS repeatedly 
wa.,hcd with PBS (pH 7.4) until the rclca~e of 1251-msuhn m the \\ashmg soluuon ceased. 
Non radtolabclcJ tnsuhn \\Us tmmobtlited under the same condlltons. These ftlms \\ere 
dt~tnfccted \\ tth 70~ (\/\) ethanol, and v.ashcd \\ tth sterilited PBS for btological 
e\pcnmenl~. 
Measurements 
The turbtht} of the copolymer solutions was monttored as descnbcd in 
chapter 5. 
The water contact angle of an rur bubble placed on grafted or non-gmftcd PSt 
ftlms m water\\ as measured to ao;scss the surface wcttabilit). The films were incubated in 
dtsttllcd \\ater at 10 CC, 37 OC, or 45 CC for 24 h before measurement. 
The ESCA was measured as dcscnbed in chapter 1. 
Cell C ulture and ON A Sy nthesis Assay 
Culture of Mouse fibroblast STO \\as the same as dcscnbcd m chapter 1. 
After cul ture for 48 h, the amount of DNA synthes11.ed m the cells was dctermmed by 
complc:\ formutton wtth the dye, 4',6 diamidino-2-phenylindolc8 9• The cells were 
solubtlttcd by hcatJng in I M NaOH (0 5 mL) at 70 OC for 30 mm or until complete lysts 
was confirmed by mean<; of pha5c-contra.,t mtcroscopy. The lysate \\as then ncutralu.ed 
\\lth l M H CI and homogen11cd. The homogenate (100 J4L) was added to 3 mL of 10 
mM Tns-HCI (pH 7.0) contammg 100 mM NaCI, 10 mM EDTA and the dye (100 
ngm1L). The lluorescence mtcns1ty at 450 nm of the complc.\ was measured at an 
e\Citallon wa\ clcngth of 360 nm. 
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Cell Detachment from the Matrix 
After culture for 48 h. the cells \\ere mcubated for 30 mm at 10 or 20 OC: and 
for a further 5 min at 20 CC m the same med1um. The cells before lowenng temepcraturc 
(\ iablc cells) and the detached cells were collected and the amount of DNA m the t\\ o 
cases \\as determmcd usmg the dye as descnbcd abo\ c. The cell detachment (~) ''a." 
calculated by d1\ idmg the amount of DNA m dctuched cells b) the amount of DNA in the 
viable cells. 
R esults a nd Disc uss io n 
Sy nthes is o f Ins ulin-Conjugat ed NIPAA m/ AA Copolym e•·s 
F1gure 3 shm' s the HPLC elution pattern of m<;uhn ,md 1Ls conjugates "1th 
thermo-rcsponsi\C PIA copolymer'>, \\hlch \\as monttorcd b) the msuhn ab-.orpllon at 
280 nm. The molecular weight estimated from the posilton of the eluted peal-.. md1catcd 
that one molecule of msuhn was coupled to one molecule of each PIA copolymer. In-.uhn 
containc; three free ammo groups, referred to a<; A I, 8 I and 829 C'ons1dcnng the 
reactivity reported by Schuttler and Brandenburg17 , the copolymer probably coupled to 
the most rcact1ve A ! -glycine. The properties of synthC.'>Itcd copolymer-. and thc11 
conjugates arc summantcd m Table I. 
Table! Properties of NIPAAm/AA copolymers and the msuhn conjugates 
Sample 
NIPAAm/AA(mol/mol) m the feed 
Yield (wt%) 
Mn 
Content of J\A( mol/mol copolymer) 
Coupled insul in (mol/mol copolymer) 
PIA-0 PIA I PIA c:; 
I 00 : 0 99 : 95 : 5 
74 80 7H 







On heating aqueous solutiOns of NIPAAm/AA copolymer<>, the tran<;parcncy 
suddenly dropped. They c~hibt ted a lower cnllcal solution temperature (LCST). The 
LCSTs of PIA-0, PIA- l , and PIA-5 were 31.6 OC:, 33.5 OC:, and 38.5 OC, respcctJvcly. 
The LCST mcreased w tth incrcasmg the AA content m the copolymer'>. Random 
copolymcnt.allon of NIPAAm \\ 1th rclaU\ el) hydrophilic monomers such a'> acrylam1de 
U11d AA rc.sults in the nsc of LCST, whcrca<; the LCST of N IPAAm polymer IS not 
s1gnificantly mnuenccd by the molecular \\eight and solut1on concentratlon 111• 
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Figure 3 HPLC elutton profiles of insulin and its conjugates. The notations arc given 
m Table 1. The arrows indicate the retention times of reference proteins. The 
numbers in parentheses indicate the molecular weight. 
The LCSTs of insulin-conjugated PIA-0, PIA-l, and PIA-5 copolymers were 
32. 2, 34. 2, and 39.2 OC, respectively. Coupling with insulin increased the LCST by the 
rc.111ge of 0. 6 - 0. 7 OC. The content of AA in the copolymer markedly affected the LCST, 
whereas insulin coupling did not. Chen and Hoffman19 have reported that the random 
copolymeri1..ation of NIPAAm and AA significantly increased the LCST of the copolymer, 
whereas block copolymcri1..ation did noL Since insulin coupling is considered as a kind of 
block copolymeri1..ation, the nature of insulin may not affect the LCST as a block segment. 
Stmtlar result.-; have been reponed by Hoffman and coworkers20•21 and Matsukata et al. 22 , 
who synthcsited en1.yme conjugates with NIPAAm copolymers. Stayton et al. 23 recently 
reponed that the streptavidin (15 kDa) coupled with NIPAArn polymer (3.8 kDa) 
exhtbitcd a LCST. 
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Graft Copolymerization and Insulin Immobilization 
The ESCA of polystyrene rilms with 'arious surface modtftcations \\a..<; 
analyzed, and the results arc shown in Table 2. The content of O'-}gen m the ftlm surface 
increased after the glow discharge procedure. After graft copolymenJ..atton with NIPAAm 
and AA, nitrogen was detectable. The compostl.lon of the graft copolymers dtd not 
significantly innucnce the result.<; of the surlace analysts by ESCA. lnsulm tmmobtltJ.atton 
increased the content of both oxygen and nitrogen. 
Table2 ESCA measurement of surface-treated PSt films 
Sample NIPAAm : AA in the feed Element Composition(%) 
(mol: mol) c 0 N 
PSt 97.8 2.2 0.0 
Glow-discharged 83.7 16.3 0.0 
PIA-0-Pst 100: 0 77.5 1 1.0 11.5 
PIA-1-Pst 99: 1 77.9 I 1.3 I 0.8 
PIA-5-Pst 95: 5 78.3 11.4 10.3 
lns-PIA-1-PSt"~ 99: I 65.4 18.5 16.1 
*PIA-1-PSt immobilized with insulin (0.318 }lg/cm2) 
The amount of insulin immobili1ro onto the surface-grafted polystyrene film 
is shown in Figure 4. With increasing insulin concentrations in the feed mi'<ture, the 
amount of immobilized insulin also increased. The maximal surface conccntralton ol 
insulin was about 0.4 f..lg/cm2• Claesson et al. 24 have reported that msulin adsorbed on 
surfaces forms a monolayer at a concentration of 0.18- 0.34 f..lg I cm2• 
The wettability of the PSt film modified with PIA depended on the 
temperature, while that of glow-discharged PSt film was not affected by temperature a.s 
shown in figure 5. When the temperature changed from 10 OC to 37 OC, the surface of the 
PIA-1-PSt and Ins-PIA- I -PSt films having graft chains of a lower LCST changed from 
hydrophilic to hydrophobic, whereas the surfaces of the PIA-5-PSt and ln<>-PIA-5-PSt 
films having graft chains of a higher LCST remained hydrophilic and became relatively 
hydrophobic when the temperature was raised to 45 OC. The temperature dependence ol 
wettability was closely related to the LCST of the grafted <X)polymer chams. The graft 
chains should govern the thermal sensitivity of the grafted film surface. However, the 
wcttability should be altered by the amount of grafted copolymer, although the LCST of 
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Figure 4 Amount of msuhn 1mmobil1Led onto PIA-1-PSt film. The amount \\as 
determmed from the radioactivity le\cl of nsl-msuhn on PIA-1-PSt f1lm. 
Bars represent the standard de\ mt10ns. n = 5. 
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Figure 5 Water contact angles of PSt film surfaces at se\eral temperatures. The 
1ncrease of contact angle md1cates the decrea<.;e of surface \\ettabtht}. The 
notattons arc g" en m Table 2. The bars represent the standard de\ tattons. 
n = 15 
lnsultn immobtl11.anon dtd not stgmficantl} affect the thermal sensiunt} of the 
film. Constdenng that the amount of tmmobhtcd msuhn wao; htgher than the order of 
theoreucal msultn monolayer as descnbcd abO\ e, the copolymer should e\.tend out to the 
surface between gap spaces formed b} immobl111cd, ng1d tnsultn. 
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Cell Culture on Modified Films 
Far less 1mmob1ht..ed msulm than nati,·e msultn \\ a.'i reqmred to attain the 
same e\.tent of acceleration of Dl\:A S) nthcsts m STO cells. a. .... ..,htm n tn Figure 6. In 
addtlion, the 1mmob1ltzcd msuhn '' ao; a ltttle more nutogentc thilll the natl\ e form No 
stgntftcant rclca.'ie of tmmobtli1ed msultn from the lilms \\a..., det(x:ted usmg 12"'1-msultn. 
Ito et a/. 4 ha\ e reported that the msultn immobilized onto a surface hydro!) ted 
poly(methyl methacrylate) film sumulates the m.,ultn receptor .md the related stgnal 
transductton protems for a longer period than nall\ e msultn b) mhtbtttng dm\ n ·regulation 
of the msulm receptors caused by mtemal11.allon. rhe tmmobtltled msultn tn thts stud) 
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Figure 6 DNA synthesis in mouse fibroblast STO cell s cultured in DMEM for 48 h on 
PIA- 1-PSt in the presence of nati ve msultn (e ) and on Ins-PIA 1 PSt (Q ). 
The amount of DNA synthes11ed m the cells cultured on PIA-1-PSt tn the 
absence of insulin was taken 1.0. Bars represent o;tandard de\ tattons. n = 8. 
The ccll-culrure system v. as cooled to I 0 or 20 OC for 30 min. Cells dtd not 
detach from glov.-d1scharged polystyrene, PlA-5-PSt or Ins PIA 5 PSt films, the <.;urface 
propcrues of \\ htch were not influenced by coohng from 37 OC to 10 or 20 OC (Table 3 ). 
Hov.ever, about ftfty percent of the vaJble cells detached from PIA-1-PSt or Ins-PIA-1-
PSt films, the surfaces of wh1ch sv.ttchcd from hydrophobiC to hydrophtltc 
accompanytng the temperature change from 37 OCto 10 OC or 20 OC. No stgmficant effect 
of cooling (10 or 20 OC) was observed. 
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Ins-PIA- 1 -Pst 
PIA-5 PSt 
Ins-PIA 5-PSt'' 
I. Data arc means t SO, n- 8. 
2 . Notations arc given 1n Table 2 . 
Lov.: temperature treatment 
10 oc 20 oc 
1.4 .J: 1.0 1.6 + 1.3 
53.0± 10.4 55.3 +4.7 
42.2 ± 1.0 48.1 5 1 
2.9 ± 0.9 1.8 + 1.1 
0.0 2.3 ± 0.9 
3. PIA-5-Pst immobiiii'Cd \\ tth msulm (0.340 ~g I cm2) . 
The morphology of STO cells cultured on Ins-PIA-l- PSt f1lm 1s shown m 
F1gure 7. The cells atlcm temperature were round and casJI} detached from the I 1Im. The 
l'}toskclcton of the cells should ha\e been re-orgamted by the pcrturbaLJon of cell 
membrane Hcm.e\ cr, the detached cells \\ere transferred to a new culture medium, m 
"luch they prohfemtcd normally. 
a b 
100~-
Figure 7 Phase-contrast micrographs of STO cells cultured at 37 OC for 48 h (a), and 
then mcubated at lO OC for 30 mm (b) on lns-PIA-1-PSt. 
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Vuori and Rouslahti25 ha\ e demonstrated that integnn spcclfJcally bmds to 
msulin receptor substrate-] that bmds the s1gnaling molecule-.; Grb2 and 
phosphatidylinosllol-3' kinase m cells Stimulated b} msulm <.md 'Jlroncctm. Th1s 
provided evidence of synergy between mtcgnn and growth factor path\\ ays. Ito et a/ 11 9 
also found that cell grm\ th is sigmf1cantly enhanced by co Jmmobtht.at•on of gn.)\\ th 
factor and adhesiOn factor. HO\\ e\ er, cell adhesH.m and spreading arc not stgmf•canlly 
affected b} the Jmmobllltcd msuhn2• Th1s result md1cates that the s1gnaJ from 1mmob1hted 
msultn d1d not mduce the re-organu.auon of C} tosk.cleton protcms lcadmg to adhes1on and 
spreading. In add1llon, the mteracllon between msulm and the insulm receptor 1s 
constdered to be wcak.er and less than that among cytosk.cletons mgan11cd through the 
adhesion process. Therefore, we considered that the perturbauon of c) tosk.eleton structure 
by thenno-rcsponst\ e polymers O\ erruled the msulm-msuhn rcl·cptor mteracuon ami 
mduccd dissoc1allon of the com pic\. Tak.ct.a\\ a and Yosh1t.ato2'' h<n e reported that 
hcpatoc}tcS adhered to a substrate mt\ed \\ llh NIPAAm polymer and collagen. and that 
\.able cells \\ere ca.slly reco' ercd by km enng the tempemture regardless nl' the prescm:c 
of collagen. Th1s result tndJcatcs that the petturbatJOn mduced b) the thermo responsl\ c 
polymer can reduce even the interaction bet\\ een the e.\traccllular matn\ and 1ntegnn. 
Thermo-responsive b1oconJugatcd matenals \\Ill provide a ne\\ system lo1 cell cullme 
engineering. 
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Geographical Control of Biomaterials :Function: 
Micro-Patterning of Cell Proliferation 
Chapter 7 
Artificial Juxtacrine Stimulation on Cell Growth 
by Patterned Immobilization of Insulin 
Introduction 
Natural and artificial substrata arc important in basic bioscience and 
biotechnology including cell culture and tissue engineering1•3 . Cellular interactiOns w1th 
the extracellular matrix play critical roles in various biological processes, mcludmg 
migration, morphogenesis, growth, differentiation and apoptosis4 . On the other hand , 
selective cell at1achmenf4\ selective cell detachment and cell shape rcgulation9 by micro-
panerned surface substrata have been reported. However, those artificial substmta could 
not transduce biological signals such as for growth and differentiation. It is shown m 
chapters 1 and 2 that immobilized insulin enhanced growth of anchorage-dependent cells 
to a greater extent than soluble protein. The immobilized insulin activated the msuhn 
receptor and downstream signaling proteins, and this act1vation persisted for a longer 
period than that obtained with native insulin, probably explaining the greater mitogcmc 
effect of the immobilized insulin10. In this chapter, the s ignal transduction from the 
immobilized insulin was clearly visualized and the possibility to regulate cell functions 
through "artificial juxtacrine stimulation" was examined using insulin immobilized in a 
prescribed micro-pattern. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Poly( acrylic acid) (PAA, MW = 450,000) was purcha<;cd from Aldrich Chern. 
Co. (Milwaukee., WI). Poly( ethylene tcrephthalate) film wa<; purcha<;cd from Ak1ta 
Sumitomo Bake Co. (Akita, Japan). Anti-insulin IgG was purchased from Kyowa 
Medics (Tokyo, Japan). Anti-phosphotyrosine antibody wa<; purchased from Santa Cru1. 
Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Rhodamine conjugated antibody wa<; purchased 
from Protos Immunoresearch (San Francisco, CA). Yccta'lhield.JM mounting medium for 
fluorescence was purchased from Vector Laboratories, Inc. (Burlingame, CA). 
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Preparation of Photo-Reactive Poly( acrylic acid) (AzPhPAA). 
PAA (1.0 mmol of monomer unit}, 4-aJJdoamhne (0 2 mmol}, and WSC (6.0 
mmol) were d1ssoh cd in de1onwxJ ,., ater ( 110 mL) and surrcd at4 CC for 48 h. After the 
reaction mixture wac; concentrated under reduced prc""ure. dmlys1s "as conducted using 
a scamlc<i'i cellulose tube (cut off bciO\\ 12 kDa). The d1aJy1ed polymer" as frecte-dried 
in vacuo to obatin a wh1tc sohd (y1eld, 47 2%). The degree of subsutution ( 15%) of the 
phenyla11do group \\US deterrruncd by 'H-NMR from the peak mtens1t1es of the 
phenyla~1do protons around 7 ppm and those of the methylene protons of the A1PhPAA 
mam cham at 1.'3 ppm. 
M icroprocessin g an d Immobilization of Insulin . 
Insulin .. .,as 1mmobll11cd on a poly(ethylene terephthalate) film m a prescribed 
pattern ao.; shown in F1gure 1. A water/methanol (2/3, v/v) m1'\cd solut1on contrumng 
A1PhPAA (S mg/mL) ''as cast on a poly( ethylene terephthalate) film (dmmeter, 13.5 mm) 
and air-dncd The lilm was covered with a photomask m a prescnbcd pattern and ''as 
UV 1rrad1atcd for 10 s usmg a UV lamp (Koala, 100 W) from a d1stance of 5 em. The 
film '' a.o.; thoroughly '' a.o.;hcd with PBS. And then, the f Jim \\a\ Immersed m a MES-
bulfcrcd o.;oluuon (pH=4. 5, 0. 1 M, 10 mL) contrunmg WSC ( 1 mg/mL) at 4 CC for 6 h. 
After \\ashmg, the film \\as mcubatcd m msuhn solutJon (1 mg/mL, lO mL) at 4 CC for 
24 h The 1mmoblllled msuhn film "as washed with PBS until absence of msulm release 
in the washmg solut1on was confirmed by ultraviolet spectroscopy at 280 nm. 
O bser va tion o f Pattern of Ins ulin b y Immunoflu orescence M icoscop y 
The film Immobilized with insulin in a prescnbcd pauern was immersed in 
PBS contmnmg 0. 02~ NaN3 and 3% BSA at4 CC for 24 h. Then the film wa<; incubated 
m PBS containing ant1-msulin mouse IgG antibody (2 }tg/mL), 0.02% NaN3 and 3% 
BSA at 4 OC for 12 h. After \\ ashing '" ith PBS containing 0. 02!'k NaN3 , the film was 
mcubatcd m PBS contammg rhodammc-conjugatcd ant1-mou"ie 1gG ant1body (2 }tg/mL) 
and 0 02l'i NaN, at 4 OC for 12 h. The struncd film \\as '" a.<..;hcd w1th PBS and ''as 
obsen ed under a nuorescencc m1croscope (Olympus Co., Tok.yo, Japan). 
C'ell C ulture 
Chmese hamster m af) cells m cre'\prcssmg msuhn receptors (CHO-T, 106 
receptors per cell) \\ere subcultured 111 Ham'<; F-12 mediUm contrunmg 10% (v/\) FBS 
under a 5~ C02 atmosphere at 37 CC:. The subcultured CHO-T cells were hanested by 
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Figure 1 Procedure of patterned lmmobJII!.atlon of msuhn. 
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After washing once with Ham's F-12 medium containmg FBS and once with Ham's F-12 
medJUm, the cells were suspended m Ham's F-12 medium (1 X 105 cells/mL). The cell 
suspension (1 mL/well) was added to a sample film and incubated under a 5% C02 
atmosphere at 37 OC for three days. The cells were observed under a phase-contrast 
m1croscope (Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan) before and after culture. The cell density was 
counted under the microscope. 
Observation of Cells by Immunofluorescence Microscopy 
The CHO-T cells depnvcd of serum for two days were harvested by 
mcuballon at 37 OC for 10 min with PBS containing 0. 02% (w/v) EDT A and cultured in 
the presence of immob1liL.Cd insulin under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 37 OC for 8 h. The 
lilm adhered w1th cells \\as mcubatcd m 3% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 4 OC. The 
fixed cells were wa'ihed three ttmcs with PBS containing I mM N~ Y04 • Subsequenlly, 
the cells were permcabJIIJ.cd w1th PBS contaming 0.25% Triton X-100 and 1 mM 
N~ V04 , and washed three limes with 50 mM Tris-HCl-buffered solution containing 150 
mM NaCl and 0. 1% Triton X -I 00 (TBST, pH = 7. 4) and 1 mM N~ Y04 • After an 
m emight mcubation at 4 OC in TBST containing 1. 5% normaJ goat serum and 1 mM 
N~ V04 , the treated cells were incubated for 2 h at 25 0C with a solution of anti-
phosphotyrosme mouse !gO diluted to l/100 fold with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 
mM NaCl, 0.01% Tween 20, 0. 02% NaN3 , 1 mM N~ Y04 (TBS) containing 3% BSA. 
The cells were washed once with TBS, once with TBST and once with TBST containing 
0. 1 c*,. BSA. A solullon of rhodamine-conjugated anti-mouse I gO antibody was diluted to 
1/200 fold wtth TBS conl.alning 3% BSA and incubated with the cells at 25 OC for 2 h. 
The cells were washed three times for 5 min each with TBST, three times with PBS, 
bneOy rinsed with distilled water, and mounted in Veetashield mounting medium. The 
cells were observed by a nuorescence microscope (Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan). 
R esults and Discussion 
The patterned Immobilization of insulin using a photomask (Figure 2a) was 
observed by Immunonuorescene staining by anti-insulin antibody as shown in Figure 2b. 
CHO-T cells were cultured on the film immobilized with msulin in a prescribed pattern in 
DMEM m the absence of serum. The cells adhered on the film independently of the 
immobilized insulin after 8 hours of culture (Figure 2c). However, only the cells on the 
Immobilized insulm regions were stained by the anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (Figure 
2d). These findings mdicatcd that the immobiltzed insulin did not enhance cell adhesion 
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but transduced a signaJ to the cells through phosphor) la!Jon of t)rosme res1dues of s1gnal 
proteins. Previously Ito er a/.. 10 reported that tmmobtltt.cd msultn ac!J\'atcd msultn 
receptors, insulin receptor substrate- I and phosphatid) linositol-3 kma'ie for a longer lime 
than native insulin. Therefore, even after 8 h of culture actiYatcd cells were obsen cJ on 
the insulin-immobilized regions. The phenomenon \\ ac; considered to be due to tnh1b1llon 
of receptor down-regulation by internaJi1.atton or inhibiuon or the potcnuaJ mteracuon of 
receptor with regulators of receptor acti\ It) such ac; tyros me phosphata-;cs and 
serine/threonine-dependent protein kinases by prevention of lateral diffusion of actn ated 




Figure 2 Micrographs of photomask (a), immunofluorescence staining of 1mmoblli;.cd 
insulin with anti-insulin antibody (b), opticaJ micrograph of adhered CHO-T 
cells after 8-h culture (c), and immunonuorescencc stainmg of the CHO-T 
cells with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (d). 
Figures 3a and 3b show that only the cells on the rcg1ons immoblll7.cd With 
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Figure 1 Ph<L<;C contrwa mtcrographs of CHO-T cells cultured on the film tmmobiltlcd 
\\ tth m-;uhn tn a prescnbcd pattern as shm\ n tn Figure 2 before (a) and after 
cullure for 1 days (b). The cell densities m the reg1ons '' 1th Immobihtcd and 
the control reg1ons before and after cultl\atiOn (c). n= I 0 Bars represent the 
-;to.mdard de' 1at1ons. 
cons1dercd to be the result of s1gnaJ transductJOn. F1gure 3c compares the cell dens1t1es on 
the reg1on' munob1l11cd '' 1th msulm and the control reg1ons of non-lmmobihted msulin 
bclore and after cultme for three days. The mcrcac;e m the number of cells on the 
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immobtlllcd msuhn regions ''as not caused b~ cell migmtion from the non-immobii11ed 
regtons to the munob1hLed regtons. No <;1gmflcant cell growth "as ob-.encd on the 
control reg1ons of untreated pol)( ethylene terephthaJate) film. 
Although the ImmOblllled b10s1gnaJ Is an importull tcchmque for cluc•dauon 
of the btos1gnaJing mcchamsm and molecular de .... 1gn of dntg-' or medical matenaJs. It ha.-, 
not sufliclentl} e\.armned after the p1oneenng 1m e .... ugauon usmg sepharo-.e gel "Jth 
1mmobtl11cd msuhn11 12• The sttmulauon of the growth of onh the cells on the 
immob1htcd msuhn reg1ons md1catcd that d1fl us1blc msuhn '' <L.., .tbsent m the culture 
system. Recent stud1es on O\ erlappmg of adhes1on molecules and gr<m th I actors tl. the 
growth stimulation by nonmtemaJ11jng EGF14 , and \<Uious Jll\.Lacnne st1mulator.,1s 1h, 
suggest that the signal of Immobllit.cd msulm was transduced and cell gr<m th "'a . .,
sumulatcd without mtemalitation. By s1milar methods tt '' 111 be poss1ble to mampulatc 
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Chapter 8 
Artificial Juxtacrine Stimulation b} Micro-Patterned 
Immobilization of Epidermal Growth Factor 
Introduction 
I ntcrcellular interactions tnggcr changes of cellular funcuon and \ anous 
biolog1cal phenomena. These interactions arc mediated by protcms of two d1ITcrcnt 1-..tnds, 
growth factors and adhesion factors. Growth factors arc generally secreted as diiTus1ble 
proteins and transduce the signal either towards prohfcratJOn or towards dlllcrent1atwn, 
while adhesion factors are linked to c:\traccllular matrices and a<>scmblc up anunaJ cells to 
ussues. However, these two commumcation systems arc substantJaJiy overlapmg 1 '. F-or 
c:\ample, mtcgrins act as receptor molecules for cell adhcs1on protetns and tmnsducc 
s1gnals from the extracellular matm. by bmd1ng to the cytos!...cleton 4.(•. 
In add1Uon, se\eraJ membrane-anchored protems such as gn.>\\ th factors and 
lymphokmcs are b1ologicaJiy acti\e ac; tran~membrane "jU\.tacnnc sumulators". These 
mcludca famtly of EGF 7 including transformmg gro\\th factor-a 119, tumor nccrosts 
factor-a (TNF-a) 10 , colony-sllmulating factor- 111 , and the c-k1t hgand (KL) 121 s, a'> 
reviewed by Massague and Pandiella16. The b1ological1mportance of transmembrane KL 
hac; been demons trated in vivo. Schmid et al. 17 have shown that a coculturc system of 
human umbilical cord vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and CHO transfcctanLc; cxprcssmg 
a nonclcavablc, exclusively membrane-bound form of TNF- CY potently actJvates 
HUVECs with the synergcstic action of two TNF receptors. The mitogenic effect of 
heparin-binding EGF-Iike growth factor hac; been shown by H1gash1yama et al. 111 • 
Interlcukin-1 stimulates cells by means of a JU\.tacrme mechamsm 19·20• These mechamsms 
were deduced from studies of intercellular rcgulat1on b} paraformaldchydc-rixed cells that 
e:\prcss the growth factors or cytokines. 
Recently, artificial juxtacrine stimulation has been ach1eved by several group'>. 
Hom ttl et al. 21 showed that interleukm-2 CO\ alentl} tmmobtl11.cd on a polyst:rrenc plate 
mrunta.tned the \ tabtlity of an interleukm-2-dcpendcnt cell line. It was shov. n that 
1mmobtliLcd growth factors such as EGF and msuhn enhanced the growth of anchorage-
dependent cells, including mouse fibroblast STO cells22 24, bo\me endothelial cclls25, and 
mouse sarcoma cells26• Ito et al. 27 also dcmon\trated that, although the t1mc rcqu1rcd for 
tmmob1h1.cd msulln to stimulate insulin receptors of CHO cells was longer than that 
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required for native insulin, receptor activation persisted longer with the immobiliLcd 
ligand than w1th free msulin. 
In this study, mouse EGF was 1mmobihLed in a prescribed micro-pattern on a 
polystyrene plate, and the mitogemc effect and activation of signal proteins were 
investigated usmg CHO cells that overexpress EGF receptors (CHO-ER cells). 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Anu-EGF lgG was purchased from Becton Dickinson Labware (Bedford , 
MA). 
Preparation of Photo-Reactive Polyallylamine and Photo-Reactive EGF 
The photo-reactive polyallylaimne and photo-reactive EGF was synthesized 
as described in chapter 4. 
polymer matrix I ! Coating of AzPhPAAm 
L_ _________ __~l AzPhPAAm 
! UV irradiation, Washing 
polyallylamine-grafted matrix ! Coating of AzPhPAAmEGF 
AzPhPAAmEGF 
! UV irradiation 
photomask 
! Washing 
.---ll!.!lllllll!lilillllliiiiiiiiiiii- -.JIII§IIi!lililllll!lililllll~-- immobilized EGF 




EGF was immob1liLed on a polystyrene plate a<; shm\ n in F1gure 1. An 
aqueous solution of A/.PhPAAm (::?.00 }tg/mL, 100 j-tL) \\<L<; cast on a PSt plate m the 
shape of circle (diameter of 10 mm) and air-dried at room temperature. Then the plate ''a-, 
irradiated using a UV lamp (Koala, 100 W) from a distance of 5 em ror 10 s. The plate 
was thoroughly washed with diluted hydrochloric ac1d (pH = 3.0) until the absence ot 
released A7.PhPAAm was confirmed by ultra\ 1olet absorbance at ::?.80 nm (7 days). 
Subsequently, the photo-rcactn e EG F conjugate (::?.00 }tg/mL, 100 .ftL) \\<.L'-
cast on the PAAm-grafted PSt plate and air-dried at room temperature. The plate ''a-; 
cmered With a photomask of a spec1fic pattern and 1rmdmted '' 1th the ultrm 1olet l.tmp 
from a distance of 5 em for 10 s. Finally, the plate wa<> '' ashed '' 1lh PBS at4 CC' until the 
absence of released EGF was confirmed by ultra\ 1olct absorbance at :?.HO nm (7lla\'-). 
Observation of Micro-Pattern of EGF by Immunofluoresce nce Micoscopy 
The patterned plate wa<> stamed by ant1-EGF lgG antibody and obsen cJ "1lh 
a n uoreseence microscope as described in chapter 7. 
Cell Culture 
CHO-ER cells (2. 5 X 105 receptor molecules per cell) were subcultured 111 
Ham's F-12 medium containing 10% (v/v) FBS under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 370C. 
The subcultured CHO-ER cells were harvested with PBS(-) contaimng trypsin (0. 1 5'~ 
w/v, 2,000 unit/g) and EDTA (0.02% w/v) . After wa()hing once wi th Ham's F-12 
medium containing FBS and once with Ham's F- 12 medium, the cells were suspended in 
Ham's F-12 medium (1 X 106 cclls/mL). The cel l suspension"" <L<> added to a o-well t1ssuc 
culture plate (0.1 mUwcll) containing the patterned PSt plate that had been mcubated in 
the well in the presence of Ham's F-12 medium (5 mL) at37 OC ror 2 h. The cells \\ere 
cultured under a 5% C02 atmosphere at 37 C for 48 h and obsencd v. ith a pha"e-
contrast microscope. 
Observation of Cells by Immunofluorescence Microscopy 
The CHO-ER cells were stained by anti-phosphotyrosine mouse lgG and 




Results and Discussion 
Patterned Immobilization of EGF 
Micro-patterned immobilization of EGF was observed 




F1gurc 2 M1crograph of photomask with a 100-}-lm pattern (a), fluorescence 
mu;rograph of EGF 1mmobili1.ed tn a stripe pattern w1th 100-}-lm ,.,idth (b), 
photomao;k with a 2-J-lm pattern (c), and fluorescence micrograph of EGF 
1mmobll11cd m a stripe pattern with 2-}-lm width (d). 
by 
After cultunng on immobilized EGF for 30 mm, CHO-ER cells were stained 




antibodies. Figure 3a shows the uniform adherence of cells on the surface of patterned 
plate, mdicaung the absence of enhancement of cell adhcston by 1mmobiliLcd EGF. 
HO\\ e\ er, Figure 3b shO\\'S that the phospho!) latcd t) ro~me res1dues \\ere detected on I} 
m the cells adhered on the EGF-immobthtcd rcg1ons, md1caUng a s1gnal transducuon 
occumng only through Immobilized EGF. 
b 
100 v.m. d 
20 v.m. 
F1gure 3 Phase-contrast micrograph of CHO-ER cells cultured for 30 min on a 
polystyrene plate ha\ ing EGF immobJIJ"cd 1n a 100-}-lm pattern (a), 
immunofluorescence staining of CHO-ER cells Wi th anu-phosphotyrosinc 
antibody (b), phase-contrast micrograph of CHO-ER cells cul tured for 30 mm 
on a polystyrene plate having EGF immobl111cd 1n a 2-}-lm pattern (c), and 





Figures 3c and 3d show the cells adhering on the EGF immobthl..cd in a stnpe 
pattern with a 2-pm width. Onl} the l)rosmc rcs1ducs on the cell surface that contacted 
wtth the stripe regions immobtlw~d \\ 1th EGF m 2-pm width were '>lamed by antl-
phosphotyrosinc antibod} Smcc the free latcr.U diffusion and internaht.atton of bound 
LGI-- EGFR complex arc proh1bited by tmmob1lm1tion of EGF a part1al activation of 
signal proiCins rcsui!Cd. These rcsuiLs indicate that the biologialJ signal ts transduced to 
the cells only that intcmt:t with 1mmobtl1tcd EGF 
b 
100 ~Ill. d 
Ftgutc 4 Pha..,e-contmst mtcrog.mphs of CHO-ER cell.., on EGF immobtlll..cd m a stnpe 
pattern of lCX)-}tm \\ldth before (a) and aftcr48-h culture (b), and on a plate 
ha\ mg EGF immobthtcd m a stnpc pattern of2-pm \\ldth bel ore (c) and after 
48-h culture (d). 
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Cell Growth on the Micro-Patterned EGF 
CHO-ER cells betore and after 48-h culture on the culture plate \\'lth EGF 
immob1ht.cd in a m1cro-pancrn ( 100-pm width or '2.-J4m '' tdth) me -.hm\ n m Figure 4 
When the'' 1dth ol stnpc pattern 1s btggcr ( 100-~.tm width) than the sttc oll·ell , panerned 
gn.m th ol cells ''a-. obsen ed as shown in Figure 4b. Hm' e' cr. "hen the pattern "tdth "' 
smaller than the s11c ol cell (2-~.tm "1dth), patterned grtm th dtd not occur (Ftgure 4J). 
Therefore, the patterned g.ro" th as obscn ed tn I tgurc 4b should hm c been cau-.cd b) the 
enhancement of cell gro'' th due to stgnal tmnsductton I rom the tmmnbtltted LG I-· 
Takmg mto constderatton or the rcsuiL'I obtatncd I rom tmmobtltt.cd msulm <L" 
dcst:nbed m chapiCr 7, the tmmobtltt.cd growth lactor'l should sttmulatc the cells \\tlhl)lll 
tnternalll.atlon. In future, tt would be mtcrestJng to tmmobthlc '<mous lo..tnd'i ol gnm th 
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CONCLLDI NG R EMARKS 
Thts thests summar11.es the rc'iult'i of im est.Jgauons on the chemtcal ami 
biologtcal modtftcattons of the surfaces ol polymer matnces b) tmmobtltJJng them1o 
responst\e pol) mer or cell-grov. th factors such as msulm and EGf· Cell culture on the 
chemical!) or btologtcall) modtftcd matnces resulted m regulatton of cell bchm tors slll:h 
as adhesiOn, detachmcntt. gro'' th, dtllerenttatton, and Hssuc construUton. 
In Part I of the present thcsts surface btoltJ.atJon of polymer film b) 
immobilii..atton of cell-gro'' th factor, tn<iuhn or EG F, for enhancement ot growth and 
promotion of difTerentiation was mvcsttgated. 
In chapter 1, insulin v .. a<; cm alcntly bound to water soluble polymers such a.<; 
POE and PAA. These water-soluble msultn den vall\ es arc monovalent and multn alent 
msulin conjugates, rcspcctn ely. Also, msuhn \\as tmmobtlucd to a PAA-graflcd PSt ftlm 
to form a v.ater-msolublc multtvalent conjugate. The water-soluble monm alent msultn 
conjugate s hO\\ ed lower mitogemc actJ\ It) than the natt\C msuhn, but the water-soluble 
multivalent msultn conjugate led to faster cell growth than the natn c msultn. Much lmvc1 
concentration of immobtlizcd insulin than the naltve insulin and the water ·soluble msultn 
conjugates brought about similar accclerallon of cell grm' th. The max1mal mttogcntc 
effect of the tmmobtluro msulin v.a<; greater than that of natnc msuhn or the \\atcr-
soluble insuhn conjugates. These fmdmgs suggcc;t that the greater accclcratton of cell 
growth by the tmmobili£cd insulin comes from long-la<> Ung mttogcmc effect 0\\. mg to the 
absence of mternaltJ.atton mto the cell. 
In chapter 2, insulin wa<; photo-tmmobiliLed on a culture plate made of PSl. 
The photo-immobilized insulin enhanced the growth of anchorage-dependent cells such as 
Chinese hamster ovary CHO.K I cell and mouse fibroblast STO cell more strongly than 
the native insultn or aJjdophenyl-dcm.alt/cd msulm whtch ts a synthcuc tntcrmcdtatc. A 
small amount of photo-immobiliLed msultn enhanced the growth of C'HO-K 1 and STO 
cells. In additton, the maximal mitogcmc effect of the tmmobtlwx.l tn'iuhn \\as greater 
than that of the nattve msulin or the denvat11cd msultn. 
In chapter 3, EGF wa<; photo tmmobtiJL:ed on a culture plate of PSL The 
photo-immobi l i:~..cd EGF enhanced the growth of anchorage-dependent cells more 
extensively than the native EGF or the aJJdophenyl-dem attlcd EGF. A small amount of 
photo-immobtlu.cd EGF was suffictent to enhance the growth of cells and the maxtmal 
mitogemc effect \\as greater than that of nati\e EGF or the dem.atllcd CGF. On the other 
hand, the photo-tmmobt lu.ed EGF dtd not enhance growth of anchorage-mdepcndent cells 
These results tmply that the enhanced cell growth results from mteractton of the cells \\. tth 
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the immob1l11.cd EGF. Photo-immob1hzanon IS a useful means to fix growth factors onto 
a polymer f1lm that is devoid of functional groups to connect growth factor; and also to 
elucidate the mcchamsm of signal transduction. The growth-factor-immobth;cd film ''Ill 
constitute a new protein-free cell culture system. 
In chapter 4, it wa<; demonstrated that the immob1l11ed EGF did not enhance 
cell growth but promoted differentiation of PC12 cell to neumJ cell. The immobllu.ed EGF 
activated MAP kma<;c for a longer time than nall\ c EG F and promoted translocatiOn of 
activated MAP kina<;e from cytosol to nucleus. In addtllon the immobtlued EGF 
acuvatcd the neuntc lormat1on of PC12 cell hkc NGF. It 1s k.nov.n that NGF, \vhich 
promotes PC 12 cell to neuronal differentiation, acti\-ates MAP kmase for a longer ume 
than nall\e EGF, wh1ch 'illmulatcs PC12 cell to cell proliferation. The d1ffcrence of MAP 
kma<.;e acll\ a11on could be related w1th switching PC 12 cell between growth and 
dlffereniJallon. The present study demonstrated that the growth-dtffcrenllatlon sw1tchmg 
depended on the k.mellcs of MAP kmase actlvatJon. The sw1tchmg can be regulated by 
JmmobJIJ/.allon of EGF. 
In Part II of th1s thesis, thermal control of cell adhes1on and detachment 
to/from the surface of polymer film was 111\CSUgatcd by usmg a hybnd polymer fJim 
having a thern10- rcsponsne polymer grafted. 
In chapter 5, a thermo-responsi\e polymer, poly(N-Isopropylacry.lamide) 
(PNIPAAm), \HlS grafted m a prcscnbed pattern on a PSt plate b} photo-lithography. The 
surface \\ett.abthty of regtons grafted with PNIPAAm '"a"' variable \\ ith temperature, 
although that of ungraJted reg10ns was independent of temperature. The surface of 
PNIPAAm grafted reg1ons wac; hydrophobic at37 OC, but hydrophilic at4 OC. The micro-
pattern ol the gmfl chams on the surface wall clearly observed at 37 CC by phase-contrast 
microscopy. The m1cro-pattem disappeared by lowering temperature because of hydration 
of the graft ch<.uns. The PSt plate with the micro-patterned thermo-responsi"e graft chains 
'"<l'' employed for cell culture. Mouse fibrobalst STO cells that attached onto the PSt plate 
at 37 "C detached sclcctncly from the regions grafted \\ llh PNIPAAm by lowering 
temperature. 
In chapter 6, msuhn \\ac; coupled with a polymer film on \\ h1ch a thermo-
rcsponsl\e polymer \\as graJtcd m ad,ance. The LCST of the thcrmo-rcsponsne polymer, 
poly(N -1sopropy I aery lam1de-co-acf) he ac1d). \\a<; not s1gniftcantly aJTcctcd by the msuhn 
coupling. The thermo-res pons!\ e polymer was grafted to glm\ -discharged polystyrene 
film and m~uhn wa..., co\aJentJ} coupled (tmmoblht.allon). The c;urfacc wett.abihty of the 
msulm-1mmob1lllcd ftlm was h1gh at a temperature lm\ er than LCST but lov.. at a 
temperature h1ghcr than LCST. The 1mmobll1ZCd msuhn e:\h1bitcd a very strong trutogenic 
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acll\-lty as dcscnbcd m chapter 1. About half of the viable cells \\ere detached from the 
film only by lov. enng temperature. The reco' ercd cells prolllcmtcd normal!) on a nC\\ 
culture d1sh. 
In Part III of the thes1s, geographic control of b1omatcnals I unction for m11.:ro . 
patterning of cell prohfcrat1on ''as 1mcsugatcd. 
In chapter?, photo-reactne PAA derivati'e ''·l" s}nthc-.Jicd and grafted on a 
poly( ethylene tercphthalate) lilm m a prcscnbed pattern. and then msulm '' .t-. cm alent!) 
1mmobllllcd on the rcg1ons ''here P AA ''as photo-grafted. fhc patterned mHnobllu.at1on 
of msulm v.a<; conf1rmed by Immunofluorescence staming '' 1th ant1 msulm anuboJy . 
Only CHO-T cells wh1ch adhered on the rcg1ons llllmobtll;cd '' llh msulm were stameu 
w1th the anti phosphotyrosine antibody, md1caung that the 1mmobl11!ed msulln 
transmlltcd growth s1gnal to the cells through phosphorylation of tymsme rcs1Juc., of 
s1gnal protems. The cells prolifemted m the same pattern as the 1111mobti11Cd m-,ulln. 
In chapter 8, EGF ''as 1mmobllucd on a PSt plate 111 a prescnbed mu.:ro-
pattern. The 1mmobi111ed EGF transmmcd b1ologicaJ '>lgnal to CHO-ER cell-, through 
phosphorylatJOn of Signal protems and proiJfemtcd the cells rhc micro-patterned 
•mmoblll!lltiOn cnucally demonstrated the effect of 1mmobllued f::.GF . Patterned 
sumulat1on of s1gnal transducuon proteins by the Jmmobll11cd l:.G f· m a width smallc1 
than the adhered cells Wa<; aJso obscned. The rcsulLs of chapters 7 and 8 clearly mdH:atcu 
the mtcracuon between 1mmobihLed gro\\lh factor:-; and celt.. 
Chcmlcallb•ological modificauon of the surface of a polymer I ilm w1th signal-
responsive polymers or biological protems 1s a p<m crt ul tool to construct clabomte 
b1omatcnaJs. The control of surface functionality by m1cro patterned JmmobJIII.at•on of 
these proteins is a skilled tool either to invesltgale the mcchantsm of cellular ~ignal 
tmnsduction or to rcali1.e precise control of cell behaviors on the b10matenal matnce<;. 
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